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What are the basic building blocks of verb meanings, how are they composed into more com-
plex meanings, and how does this explain the grammatical properties of verbs and their relation-
ships to other words with related meanings? These questions are fundamental to the study of verb 
meaning, and some of the most fruitful attempts to answer them have come from event-structural 
theories, wherein verb meanings are assumed to be decomposed into an event template, which 
captures the verb’s broad temporal and causal contours, and an idiosyncratic root shared across 
templates, which describes specific actions and states for a given verb. An open question is what 
the division of labor is between the template and the root in a given verb’s event template, and 
whether their meanings are bifurcated: are broad eventive lexical entailments introduced only by 
the templates, never the idiosyncratic roots? Since event templates and not roots are the primary 
semantic correlates of a verb’s grammatical properties, bifurcation would make strong predictions 
about the correlation of a verb’s broad temporal and causal semantics and its syntax and morphol-
ogy. We argue against this bifurcation by comparing translation equivalents of Levin’s (1993) non-
deadjectival vs. deadjectival change-of-state verb roots in English (e.g. result vs. property concept 
roots) across languages. A broad-scale typological study reveals that property concept roots tend 
to have unmarked stative forms and marked verbal forms, while result roots have the opposite pat-
tern. Semantic studies of several languages confirm that terms built on result roots always entail 
change, while terms based on property concept roots do not. This supports a theory wherein result 
roots entail change independent of the template, contra bifurcation. This supports a more complex, 
albeit still principled, theory of possible event-structural meaning and its grammatical correlates, 
one that takes subclasses of roots into account, while showing the value of this type of crosslin-
guistic methodology for testing the predictions of event-structural approaches.* 
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1. Introduction. Sentences entailing changes of states can take quite different 
forms in their morphology and syntax, both across languages and even internal to a sin-
gle language, as in the English examples in 1. 

 (1) a.   The sky became black. 
b. The rug flattened. 
c. The vase cracked. 

All of the examples in 1 entail that some specific state has changed in an individual by 
the end of the described event: the blackness of the sky in 1a, the flatness of the rug in 1b, 
and the vase’s material integrity in 1c. Yet the grammatical forms of the expressions 
 describing the change differ significantly: a light verb with an adjectival complement de-
scribing the state in 1a, a verb formed from an adjective plus -en in 1b, and a mono -
morphemic verb in 1c. Semantically, analyses going back to Lakoff (1966:IV-4–IV-14) 
treat examples like 1a,b similarly, with the stative inferences and the inference of change 
introduced separately, by the adjective for the former and a light verb/-en for the latter. 
The empirical question we address is whether this separation of change and state in 
change-of-state predicates holds for all change-of-state verbs. Specifically, we ask 
whether it is also always the case that even monomorphemic change-of-state verbs like 
that in 1c have change and state separated at some level of representation that feeds into 
semantic composition. 

The answer to this question bears directly on the more foundational question of 
whether there exist grammatical constraints on word meanings. The starting point for 
our work is the common assumption that verb meanings consist at least partly of an 
event structure defining the kinds of events the verb describes (see e.g. Lakoff 
1966, McCawley 1971, Ross 1972, Dowty 1979, Pinker 1989, Jackendoff 1990, Hale & 
Keyser 1993, 1997, 2002, Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995, Pesetsky 1995, Baker 1997, 
Marantz 1997, Wunderlich 1997, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997, Rappaport Hovav & Levin 
1998, Davis & Koenig 2000, Davis 2001, Folli & Ramchand 2002, Harley 2003, 2012, 
Folli & Harley 2005, Ramchand 2008, inter alia). Event structures are built from two 
components. The first is a skeletal event template built from a small number of basic 
eventive primitives that define the broad temporal and causal contours of events de-
scribed by the verb, grouping verbs into semantically unified classes such as (caused) 
change of state. The second is an idiosyncratic lexical semantic root that fills in spe-
cific states or actions for a given verb’s template, distinguishing verbs within a class. A 
further common assumption is that a verb’s grammatical properties, such as its argu-
ment structure and derivational morphology, are largely tied to its template. This cor-
rectly predicts that semantically coherent verb classes tend to be fairly homogeneous 
morphosyntactically (see e.g. Levin 1993). Within a class, the main overt distinction 
between verbs is their idiosyncratic morphological roots, essentially being the overt 
signal of a verb’s lexical semantic root. Returning to states and change of state, the state 
is defined by the lexical semantic root, which with no additional semantic content deter-
mines the meaning of simple adjectives or other stative forms, as in 1a. Augmentation 
of this lexical semantic root by a template, often reflected overtly by light verbs as in 1a 
or affixation as in 1b, introduces change. The addition of extra event structure can ex-
plain why change-of-state predicates are sometimes more marked than their more basic 
stative counterparts, as is transparently the case in 1a,b. 
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A long-standing assumption in the literature is that possible and impossible verb 
meanings can be predicted from the inventory of templatic operators and how they 
combine with each other and with lexical semantic roots. This presupposes a restrictive 
theory of what a possible template meaning is for any verb and what a possible lexical 
semantic root meaning is. If either could in principle mean anything, then a verb or re-
lated word category could mean anything, regardless of its event structure. To date, the 
field has mostly focused on the truth-conditional contribution of templatic primitives, 
beginning in particular with Dowty’s (1979) groundbreaking study, and significant 
headway has been made here. For example, it is reasonably well established that the 
type of causation found in change-of-state verbs is fairly direct (see e.g. Fodor 1970, 
Shibatani 1976, Dowty 1979, Shibatani & Pardeshi 2001) and that change of state itself 
is likely a scalar notion that has important interactions with a verb’s temporal properties 
(see e.g. Hay et al. 1999, Kennedy & Levin 2008, Beavers 2012), all of which have po-
tential to constrain what a possible verb meaning is. The focus on templates in prior 
work is understandable—if templates predict most of the verb’s grammatical and se-
mantic properties, then a theory of templates is fundamental to a theory of possible verb 
classes. Furthermore, it may seem fruitless to explore the truth conditions of lexical se-
mantic roots in too much detail, where one might expect to find a myriad of fine-
grained but linguistically uninteresting distinctions (as suggested by Fillmore 1970:129 
and Dowty 1979:32). But as Dowty (1979:125–26) notes, if we do not have a theory of 
what lexical semantic roots can mean, then we do not have a theory of what event struc-
tures can mean, since predictions based solely on a theory of templatic meanings would 
be blunted if a lexical semantic root can have any meaning at all. 

An obvious starting point for understanding the semantic contributions of templates 
and lexical semantic roots is the hypothesis that, parallel to their grammatical division 
of labor, there is a division of labor in their truth-conditional contributions. In particu-
lar, the lexical entailments templatic operators introduce into a verb’s meaning cannot 
be introduced also or instead by the lexical semantic root. On this view, lexical semantic 
roots describe only specific actions and states, and more complex meanings like change 
of state are built compositionally from independently justified processes of building 
event structures. This view has been argued for explicitly as Embick’s (2009:1) bifur-
cation thesis for roots, Arad’s (2005:79) root hypothesis, and Dunbar and Well-
wood’s (2016:10) no containment condition (see also Borer 2005, 2013). 

 (2)  Bifurcation thesis for roots: If a component of meaning is introduced by 
a semantic rule that applies to elements in combination [i.e. by templatic op-
erators], then that component of meaning cannot be part of the meaning of a 
[lexical semantic] root. 

It therefore follows in relation to 1 that because we can overtly see that entailments of 
change are introduced templatically in 1a,b, they are always introduced templatically 
whenever they are present, even in cases where it cannot be seen to be the case on the 
surface, as in 1c. 

Bifurcation is a strong hypothesis in predicting (im)possible word meanings and their 
grammatical correlates: all lexical semantic roots of the same semantic type (e.g. state-
denoting) should by default occur in all of the same templates, and the presence or ab-
sence of particular templatic meanings should correlate with a consistent set of regular 
grammatical properties, since those meanings would have to be introduced by specific 
templates. Bifurcation thus predicts an exceptionally strong correspondence between the 
templatic meaning and grammatical behavior, essentially serving as the boundary case 
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for such a correspondence. Of course, bifurcation is by no means a necessary assumption. 
Many works on verb meaning have rejected it to varying degrees. For example, Goldberg 
(1995:59–66) and Rappaport Hovav and Levin (1998:109) associate some lexical se-
mantic roots or equivalent loci of idiosyncratic meaning with templatic meanings. Relat-
edly, Marantz (1997:216–17), Ramchand (2008:58), and Alexiadou et al. (2006:202–3) 
divide lexical semantic roots into grammatical classes that ensure they must occur in cer-
tain templates, meaning that some roots ensure certain templatic meanings even if not in-
troducing those meanings themselves. Other works—certainly the majority—are simply 
silent on the issue. However, resolving the question of whether bifurcation holds is im-
portant for addressing the larger challenge posed by Dowty (1979:125–26), and it re-
mains an open question what evidence would decide the issue. 

Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020) provide an explicit argument against bifur -
cation, at least in English. In one extended case study, they propose that the lexical se-
mantic roots of some English change-of-state verbs entail change. In particular, they 
distinguish two types of lexical semantic roots for English change-of-state verbs: those 
that underlie deadjectival change-of-state verbs (Levin 1993:245) like 1b, which do not 
entail change, and those that underlie the non-deadjectival change-of-state verbs like 
1c, which do entail change.1 Their argument is based on transparently distinct morpho-
logical properties of the two root classes in what adjectival forms are derivationally re-
lated to them, as well as semantic evidence suggesting that lexical semantic roots 
underlying verbs like 1b are dissociable from entailments of change, while lexical se-
mantic roots underlying verbs like 1c are not. These results argue against bifurcation, 
leaving the challenge to event-structural approaches raised by Dowty unresolved, 
though see Beavers and Koontz-Garboden for a typology of roots that begins to address 
that challenge. 

However, Beavers and Koontz-Garboden’s study is restricted to English, and, as we 
show, the English patterns could amount to a few language-particular assumptions ana-
lyzable in a way consistent with bifurcation that could undermine their conclusions. In 
this article we present two crosslinguistic studies that confirm their analysis and argue 
against an English-specific analysis. First, we consider entailments of change in change-
of-state verbs in several (mostly) unrelated languages and use standard tests for isolating 
lexical semantic root meaning, including sublexical modification à la Dowty (1979:252–
54, 260–69), von Stechow (1995, 1996, 2003), and Marantz (2009) and cross-categorial 
entailment patterns, as used by Beavers and Koontz-Garboden for English. We show that 
lexical semantic roots with related meanings across languages tend to fall into classes 
akin to those of English deadjectival and non-deadjectival change-of-state verbs, with 
lexical semantic roots of the latter class entailing change, in contrast with those of the for-
mer class. We couple this with a typological study of the morphological patterns of sta-
tive and eventive forms associated with these lexical semantic roots. We show that in a 
balanced sample of languages, lexical semantic roots in the two classes contrast in the 
kinds of stative forms associated with them: translations of stative terms corresponding 
to the lexical semantic roots of English deadjectival change-of-state verbs tend to have 
simple forms, while those corresponding to non-deadjectival change-of-state verbs lack 
them. Similarly, translations of deadjectival change-of-state verbs tend to be derived 
from more basic statives, while translations of non-deadjectival change-of-state verbs 
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tend to be morphologically simple. In other words, lexical semantic roots akin to those 
found in English deadjectival change-of-state verbs tend to be lexicalized as basic sta-
tives, while those that underlie non-deadjectival change-of-state verbs tend to be lexical-
ized as basic verbs. The simplest analysis is that lexical semantic roots can entail change 
owing to facts about the real-world states they describe, and this can affect the morpho-
logical forms the roots occur in. Thus the strong correlations of semantics to grammatical 
properties that bifurcation predicts do not hold. 

We first recap event-structural approaches (§2), discussing different formalizations 
and which aspects of the research program are relevant here. In §3 we then review and 
expand Beavers and Koontz-Garboden’s argument that the lexical semantic roots of En-
glish change-of-state verbs fall into two classes, and consider whether this is a conflu-
ence of quirks of English or reflects a deeper fact that some lexical semantic roots entail 
change. We give semantic evidence for an equivalent distinction in other languages in 
§4, and then outline a typological study showing a morphological contrast between the 
same two lexical semantic root classes across languages (§5–§7). Taken together, the 
recurring distinctions between the two types of lexical semantic roots indicate a larger 
crosslinguistic trend, supporting an analysis by which some lexical semantic roots en-
tail change, which figures into surface word morphology. In §8 we recap an analysis of 
these facts and consider alternatives that maintain bifurcation, and then we discuss the 
implications of our study for broader questions in event structures and the value of the 
crosslinguistic methodology we have employed in §9. 

2. A brief recap of event structures. Event structures have been formalized in 
different ways, albeit always preserving the same key insights (see Beavers & Koontz-
Garboden 2020:8–23). In the tradition of Dowty 1979 (see also Levin & Rappaport 
Hovav 1995, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997, Wunderlich 1997, Rappaport Hovav & Levin 
1998, Davis 2001, inter alia), a single morphological verb root is associated with a sep-
arate, complete event structure as part of its lexical entry, built from a set of templatic 
operators and a lexical semantic root. Thus flatten is associated with two event struc-
tures, consisting of a state-denoting lexical semantic root flat combined with operators 
introducing change and cause, as in 3b,c. Conversely, activity jog is associated with an 
event structure consisting of a manner-denoting lexical semantic root jog and some  
action-denoting templatic operator, as in 3a. 

 (3) a.   Mary jogged. ≈ [Mary ACT<JOG>] 
b. The rug flattened. ≈ [The rug BECOME <flat>] 
c. Mary flattened the rug. ≈ [Mary CAUSE [the rug BECOME <flat>]] 

Alternatively, some approaches treat event structures as phrase structures built from 
functional heads (e.g. light verbs of category v) that define the template and an idiosyn-
cratic morphological root that defines the lexical semantic root, which together derive 
the surface morphological form (Marantz 1997, Embick 2004, Harley 2012). Thus flat-
ten is the surface realization of two phrase structures consisting of a state-denoting mor-
phological root √flat combined with vs introducing change and causation, as in 4b,c 
(loosely following Embick 2004:362, 365–66), whereas jog is the surface realization of 
a manner-denoting morphological root √jog modifying an action-denoting v, as in 4a.2 
(We ignore structure introducing tense and grammatical aspect.) 
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 (4) a.    
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3 That √jog describes an action and √flat a state already suggests templatic meaning in lexical semantic 
roots, though this is alternatively a type-theoretic issue about what types of eventuality arguments each takes  

vP

DP

Mary

v′

vact
√

JOG

vP

DP

the rug

v′

vbecome

en

√
FLAT

b.  

c. vP

DP

Mary

v′

vcause vP

DP

the rug

v′

vbecome

en

√
FLAT

Regardless of implementation, many facts about verb meanings and verb classes can 
be made to follow. First, the surface verb’s truth-conditional content is determined by the 
interpretation of the lexical semantic root, the templatic operators, and how they are com-
bined. Furthermore, each template predicts that the given verb belongs to some semantic 
class (action, change of state, caused change of state). Different verbs in each class have 
the same templates but different lexical semantic roots describing different actions or 
states. A lexical semantic root can also occur in multiple templates (e.g. √flat occurs in 
4b and 4c plus stative templates defining adjectives, and equivalently for 3b,c). Assum-
ing that by default the lexical semantic root’s denotation is the same across these tem-
plates, this results in shared idiosyncratic semantics. When event structures are treated as 
phrase structures, a correspondence between the template and the surface verb’s gram-
matical properties follows directly: the vs take the verb’s arguments (determining its ar-
gument structure), contribute regular morphology (e.g. verbalizing -en from vbecome), 
define the verb’s aspectual class (e.g. 4a is an activity, 4b an achievement, and 4c an ac-
complishment; Dowty 1979:Ch. 2), and capture analytic relationships between verbs 
with shared morphological roots (e.g. 4c entails 4b since the latter embeds the former). 
The root’s primary job apart from introducing idiosyncratic meaning is to determine the 
verb’s idiosyncratic morphology, though some approaches also posit that the root may 
have syntactic features or other properties that ensure it occurs only in certain templates, 
thus indirectly influencing the grammar (see Marantz 1997:216–17, Harley 2005, Alex-
iadou et al. 2006:202–3, Levinson 2007, and Ramchand 2008:58).3 



For lexicalist event structures as in 3, the same facts can be captured through corre-
spondence rules between the verb’s event structure and its grammatical properties, such 
as conditions ensuring that the highest argument in the event structure is realized as the 
highest argument in the verb’s syntactic projection and that verbs with BECOME have 
appropriate morphology, among others (see e.g. Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995:20–
30, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997:102–29, Wunderlich 1997, Rappaport Hovav & Levin 
1998). For present purposes, the only noteworthy difference between lexicalist and syn-
tactic approaches is that in the lexicalist approach the surface morphological root corre-
sponds to the entire event structure, which contains a lexical semantic root, whereas in 
the syntactic approach the morphological root is conflated with the lexical semantic 
root and the event structure is a larger phrase structure. But regardless of how the mor-
phological pieces are related to the semantic components, both theories posit a distinc-
tion between templatic and idiosyncratic semantic components for each verb. The 
resulting event structures define broad verb types with shared grammatical properties, 
with idiosyncratic variation within each type.4 

In what follows we are interested in what, for a given event structure associated with 
a given change-of-state verb, the lexical semantic root contributes, and whether it ever 
introduces change. For this we assume that event structures are interpreted composi-
tionally, with lexical semantic roots denoting states. Crucially, our goal is not to figure 
out what the lexical semantic root meaning is in some more abstract sense divorced 
from the event templates we are interested in. The ‘same’ lexical semantic root may 
have different meanings in different templates (assuming that, barring irregularity, 
shared morphological roots indicate shared lexical semantic roots), meaning the lexical 
semantic root itself is polysemous or reflects some conceptual ‘bundle’ of meaning (as 
in the distributed morphology variant of event structures; see §8). However, at least 
for change-of-state verbs and their related statives, we assume by default that the lexical 
semantic root has the same denotation unless there is good reason to posit otherwise. 
This captures the common paradigmatic fact that the change-of-state forms describe 
changes into the states denoted by the stative forms. 

Finally, for concreteness it is useful to have a specific framework of analysis. We 
adopt the syntactic event structures in 4 since they provide an expositorily clean way to 
describe a compositional semantics, though the nitty-gritty particulars of any given syn-
tactic approach are not relevant to us. Since we adopt a framework that conflates mor-
phological and lexical semantic roots, the term ‘root’ could refer to either notion; but 
our focus is on lexical semantic roots regardless of whether they are morphological 
roots, and this is what we mean by the term ‘root’ going forward. We stress that bifurca-
tion is statable in any event-structural framework, and our conclusions apply equally to 
all of them. The key point is that while event-structural approaches posit an ontological 
distinction in roots vs. templates as parts of a theory of verb meaning, there is no truth-
conditional difference that distinguishes them of the sort bifurcation would predict. 
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as per Levinson (2007), a distinction we also assume, though our interests are in the truth conditions imposed 
on those eventualities. 

4 Approaches may also mix lexicalist and nonlexicalist assumptions (e.g. if inchoatives are verbs but 
causativization is syntactic). Alternatively, some approaches (e.g. Pinker 1989, Jackendoff 1990) do not make 
an ontological distinction between templates and lexical semantic roots. However, the distinction still arises 
as an emergent property between shared vs. nonshared aspects of the event structures of verbs in a class, and 
thus it is still possible to theorize about the distinction. See Beavers & Koontz-Garboden 2020:8–22 for a dis-
cussion of different types of approaches. 



3. Two types of english change-of-state verbs. 
3.1. Property concept vs. result roots. Building on a distinction first outlined in 

Dixon 1982:50 (see also Megerdoomian 2002:90–102, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 
2004, Koontz-Garboden 2006), Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020:58) call the roots 
of deadjectival change-of-state verbs, as in 5, property concept (PC) roots (follow-
ing the terminology of Thompson 1988:168), since they describe Dixon’s basic proper-
ties dimension, age, color, and value, among others. The roots of non-deadjectival 
change-of-state verbs, as in 6, are result roots (presaging the ultimate analysis), 
which form change-of-state verbs having to do with physical damage, cooking, and 
killing, among others. The items we have chosen for our study in 5 are those Dixon 
claimed are most often lexicalized as adjectives across languages (i.e. the most canoni-
cal statives), and those in 6 are chosen from Levin 1993 for having meanings likely to 
have translation equivalents across languages, in order to facilitate our crosslinguistic 
studies. The terms are given in their adjectival and verbal forms (with synonyms/hy-
ponyms in parentheses).5 

 (5) Property concept roots 
a. dimension: large/big/enlarge, small/shrunken/shrink, short/shorten, long/ 

lengthen, deep/deepen, wide/widen, tall/high/heighten 
b. age: old/aged/age 
c. value: bad/worse/worsen, good/improved/improve 
d. color: white/whiten, black/blacken, red/redden, green/make green, blue/ 

make blue, brown/make brown 
e. physical property: cool/cool, cold/make cold, warm/warm, hot/heat up, 

dirty/dirty, dry/dry, wet/wet, straight/straighten, hard/harden (tough/ 
toughen), soft/soften, tight/tighten, clear/clear, clean/clean, smooth/ 
smooth, sharp/sharpen, sweet/sweeten, weak/weaken, strong/strengthen 

f. speed: fast/speed up, slow/slow down 
 (6)  Result roots 

a. entity-specific change of state: burned/burn, melted/melt, frozen/ 
freeze, decayed/decay (rotten/rot), swollen/swell, grown/grow, bloomed/ 
bloom (flowered/flower, blossomed/blossom), withered/wither (wilted/ 
wilt), fermented/ferment, sprouted/sprout (germinated/germinate), rusted/ 
rust, tarnished/tarnish 

b. cooking verbs: cooked/cook (baked/bake, fried/fry, roasted/roast, 
steamed/steam), boiled/boil 

c. breaking verbs: broken/break, cracked/crack, crushed/crush, shattered/ 
shatter, split/split, torn/tear (ripped/rip), snapped/snap 

d. bending verbs: bent/bend, folded/fold, wrinkled/wrinkle (creased/ 
crease) 

e. verbs of killing: dead/killed/kill, murdered/murder, drowned/drown 
f. destroying verbs: destroyed/destroy (ruined/ruin) 
g. verbs of calibratable change of state: go up (raised/rise, ascended/ 

ascend, increased/increase, gained/gain), go down (fallen/fall, dropped/ 
drop, descended/descend, decreased/decrease, declined/decline), differ-
ent/differ 

h. verbs of inherently directed motion: come/come, gone/go, go in 
(entered/enter), go out (exited/exit), returned/return 
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embarrass). We ultimately excluded these since many of their verbal forms are stative, and our interest is in 
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In §§3.2–3.4 we review a variant of Beavers and Koontz-Garboden’s (2020:Ch. 2) argu-
ment that English terms like those in 5 and 6 differ in the morphological forms of adjec-
tives associated with each type of root and the entailment patterns of the relevant 
adjectives and verbs. In §3.5 we extend this argument to the verbal morphological forms. 
A simple analysis is that result roots entail change, and thus bifurcation does not hold. 
However, there are ways to analyze the English data consistent with bifurcation, though 
they involve certain coincidences that would be plausible only if they were quirks of one 
particular language. Showing that the patterns recur in other languages will argue against 
a language-particular analysis and support one based on something deeper. 

3.2. Distinct stative forms for PC and result roots. One simple prediction of 
bifurcation is that change-of-state verb roots should show all of the same overt morpho-
logical forms. Any exceptions should be due to (i) narrow subclasses of roots that have 
unique morphological properties for reasons compatible with bifurcation or (ii) lexical 
idiosyncrasy. We first consider stative forms, which in English are typically adjectives. 
PC roots generally show two adjectives: a simple one, as in 7a, and a superficially de-
verbal one, as in 7b. 

 (7) a.   Look at the bright picture on your left. 
b. Look at the brightened picture on your left. 

Embick (2004:364–68) analyzes these two forms as the same root occurring in two ad-
jectivalizing contexts: combining directly with an adjectivalizing templatic head AspS, 
as in 8a, or combining with a vbecome (FIENT, in Embick’s terms) and then an adjectival-
ized AspR, as in 8b. 

 (8) a.   basic statives: [AspP AspS √root]                       (see Embick 2004:364, ex. 23) 
b. result statives: [AspP AspR [vP DP vbecome √root]] 

 (see Embick 2004:367, ex. 29) 
This analysis straightforwardly captures that there are two distinct adjectival forms. 

Crucially, with result root change-of-state verbs, the only adjective is a deverbal one 
like 7b, examples of which are given in 9. 

 (9)  baked, bent, bloomed, broken, burned, cooked, creased, crushed, decayed, 
drowned, fermented, folded, fried, melted, roasted, rusted, shattered, sprouted, 
swollen, torn, etc. 

There are few simple adjectives corresponding to 7a (an exception being suppletive dead 
~ kill). Yet under bifurcation, any stative root should appear in either 8a or 8b, producing 
two distinct adjectives. Embick (2004:358) claims, however, that the roots of 9 do appear 
in both 8a and 8b, but with result roots both AspS and AspR are overtly realized as -ed/en, 
while with PC roots AspR is realized as -ed/en while AspS is null. In other words, the sta-
tives in 9 are structurally ambiguous between the two types of adjectives. This is consid-
ered an accident of English: there just happen to be two root classes with regard to surface 
morphology, a reasonable analysis if this were the only distinction between PC and result 
roots. However, we show that there are additional, complicating contrasts.6 

3.3. The semantics of PC and result root stative forms. The analysis in 8 also 
predicts that simple PC adjectives will not entail change but deverbal PC adjectives 
will, since only 8b contains vbecome. Thus bright can describe something that has always 
been bright (i.e. it denotes a simple state), while brightened describes only something 
that has undergone brightening (i.e. it denotes a result state). This prediction is borne 
out. Simple but not deverbal PC adjectives are acceptable when change is denied ( judg-
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roots tend to have zero-related nominals (e.g. a burn but not *a large on the intended sense). This is a very in-
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ments here and below are of the native-speaking coauthors of this article plus others we 
consulted; Embick (2004:356–60) and Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020:62–65) 
give additional tests and data supporting this point).7 

(10) a.   The bright/#brightened photo has never brightened. 
b. The red/#reddened dirt has never reddened. 

Thus PC roots do not entail change, which instead comes from certain templates. 
The analysis in 8 also predicts that result root adjectives should not entail change, 

since they are ambiguous between 8a and 8b and in any context could be interpreted as 
8a. This is not borne out. Adjectival forms of result roots entail a change of the kind de-
scribed by the corresponding verb (Koontz-Garboden 2005, 2010, Deo et al. 2011). 

(11) a.   #The barbecued chicken has never barbecued. 
b. #The cooked chicken has never cooked. 
c. #The shattered vase has never shattered. 

However, a referee asks if the unacceptability of 11 is due to lack of context. In partic-
ular, we have not clarified what it means to be described by a deverbal adjective other 
than to have undergone an action described by the verb, and hearers may by default as-
sume the reading is the truly deverbal one. Crucially, this objection presupposes that 
such a state can be identified, which is not a fully justified assumption. It is possible that 
some states may only be defined as arising from a change and thus there is no ‘pure’ 
state, as Beavers and Koontz-Garboden suggest (see §3.6). 

If we were to entertain some more basic state in 11 that can be divorced from the 
change, what would it be? As Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020:66–67) note, the 
likeliest answer is that it would be whatever conditions would lead one to assume that a 
change described by the verb occurred even if it had not (in a referee’s terms, the ac-
tion’s ‘prototypical’ result). Thus, were an artist to make a set of ceramic pieces that, 
when properly assembled, formed a vase, if shattered denotes just a state otherwise 
identical to the result of shatter, these pieces should be a shattered vase. Yet in such a 
context 11c is still infelicitous, and similar attempts to rescue 11a,b also do not help. 
Thus result root adjectives generally entail change, suggesting that they cannot be ana-
lyzed as in 8a. 

We now briefly mention two classes of potential counterexamples. The first are so-
called derived statives (Nedjalkov & Jaxontov 1988, Koontz-Garboden 2010), where a 
deverbal adjective occurs in a context without a prior event of change. 

(12)  Broken or pecked lines, and dotted lines are constantly used for boundaries, 
paths, shorelines, &c. (from the Oxford English dictionary (OED) entry on 
broken) 

However, this is not evidence of an 8a-type structure. First, an apparently non-change-
of-state usage of this root also occurs with truly verbal forms (e.g. The line breaks sev-
eral times across the page). Thus broken in 12 could be derived from this sense of the 
verb. Second, while there is no temporal change in 12, it is well known that change-of-
state verbs can have atemporal uses (Langacker 1986, Matsumoto 1996, Sweetser 1997, 
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7 A potential objection (following Embick 2004:357, n. 1) is that deverbal adjectives are ambiguous be-
tween adjective (qua stative) and passive (qua eventive) readings, which cannot be disambiguated in attribu-
tive position. Thus perhaps the uses in 10 are all eventive, accounting for the contradiction without appeal to 
vbecome. However, as Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020:64, n. 8) discuss in more detail, on this analysis 
stative participles should be possible here as well, since simple adjectives are, which incorrectly predicts that 
10 should be acceptable (plus, replacing the attributive deverbal adjectives with relative clauses formed from 
predicative adjectives shows the same results). 



Talmy 2000:Ch. 2), with recent formal analyses treating these as change along spatial 
scales (Gawron 2006, Koontz-Garboden 2010) or even nonspatial scales such as popu-
lations (Deo et al. 2011, 2013). Broken in 12 describes change across space—moving 
left to right along the page there is a line, then a gap, then a line, over and over. One of 
the major results of work on nontemporal change is that temporal and nontemporal 
change are essentially the same notion, differing only in the axis of measurement. It is 
thus a fallacy to conclude that examples like 12 do not entail change. Going forward, 
we ignore the distinction between temporal and nontemporal change for simplicity and 
focus just on the former.8 

For some speakers, however, some deverbal adjectives formed from result roots do 
not entail change even absent an obvious spatial reading. For example, several speakers 
(including a referee) have told us that broken applied to physical artifacts does not en-
tail change, such that 13 should be acceptable. 

(13)  The window is broken but it never broke. It was manufactured that way. 
Yet as Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020:71–73) discuss, variation in the interpreta-
tion of particular adjectival forms among both simple and derived adjectives is actually 
expected owing to lexical drift or idiosyncratic semantic factors. Among deverbal 
forms, even if the default analysis is 8b, once a given adjective has become lexicalized 
it could undergo semantic drift to describe states that lack change (losing the structure 
in 8b, despite having its form). Such mismatches are known in prior literature: seem-
ingly deverbal closed does not entail undergoing a closing, since something can be built 
in that position (Embick 2004:357–58), a reading we suspect all speakers allow. Broken 
for some speakers may have taken on a ‘not functioning’ meaning. Similarly, earliest at-
testations of (historically deverbal) dead in the OED refer to the cessation of life func-
tions, but for speakers who accept My phone is dead. It never worked, dead may have 
also taken on a ‘not functioning’ meaning. (See Dowty 1979:309–19 on lexicalization 
in event-structural frameworks.) 

Conversely, simple PC adjectives could entail change even in 8a if the root itself en-
tails change. Old may be a case of this, where to be old one must have first been young 
or new. (According to the OED, old is historically derived from the past participle of the 
Old English verb alan ‘nourish’, which may explain this entailment.) Alternatively, 
simple adjectives could undergo lexical drift to entail change. Additionally, there could 
be speaker-to-speaker variation on what readings are possible (giving rise to differing 
judgments) or language-to-language variation on how related meanings are lexicalized 
(see §4.1 and §4.5). Our goal, however, is to show that bifurcation does not hold, and 
for this it is sufficient to identify at least some roots that defy it for some speakers, even 
if judgments vary across roots or speakers. The examples here and below show this to 
be the case. 

In sum, adjectival forms of many result roots entail change, something not explained 
under bifurcation if they are ambiguous between the two structures in 8. We can main-
tain bifurcation by treating this as another fluke of English: perhaps result roots always 
occur only in the superficially deverbal adjectival structure in 8b and never the basic 
one in 8a—for example, they have a syntactic feature requiring them to always cooccur 
with vbecome (see e.g. Alexiadou et al. 2006:202–3, Ramchand 2008:58). This would de-
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quires change over space shows that it cannot be analyzed as in 8a, the only question relevant here. 



rive that they will always be deverbal and always entail a change. However, this analy-
sis makes a further semantic prediction that is not borne out. 

3.4. Restitutive modification with PC and result roots. Sublexical modifier 
again generally allows two readings with change-of-state verbs (see e.g. Dowty 1979: 
252–54, 260–69, von Stechow 1995, 1996, 2003, Marantz 2009). For example, 14 has 
a restitutive reading where the rug was created flat, made not flat, and restored to its 
prior state, and a repetitive reading where it has been flattened twice. This can be ana-
lyzed as an attachment ambiguity, where again attaches to just the root or to some v′, as 
in 14a and 14b, respectively. 

(14) Mary flattened the rug again, and it had been flat/flattened before. 
a. [vP Mary [v′ vcause [vP the rug [-envbecome [√flat again]]]]]            (restitutive) 
b. [vP Mary [v′ [v′ vcause [vP the rug [-envbecome √flat]]] again]]          (repetitive) 

Bifurcation predicts this: on the restitutive reading again scopes over only a root and 
roots describe simple states, so it is the simple state that occurred before. PC roots allow 
both readings; for example, those in 14 and 15 all allow restitutive and repetitive read-
ings. (In 15 we give contexts clarifying a restitutive reading, which is the main reading 
that will ultimately be of interest to us.) 

(15) a.   [John buys a knife that was made by a process by which it was forged al-
ready sharp. John uses it until it becomes blunt. He uses a whetting stone 
to sharpen it.] 
John sharpened the knife again.                            (could be just one sharpening) 

b. [A film producer makes a four-hour-long film, which is significantly 
longer than the norm. She is pressured to reduce its length, so cuts it to be 
two hours. But then the director and actors protest, so she restores it to 
four hours.] 
The producer lengthened the film again.             (could be just one lengthening) 

However, result roots lack restitutive readings, having only repetitive readings (Rappa-
port Hovav 2010:7 and Beavers & Koontz-Garboden 2012:358). This is shown in 16 by 
incompatibility with contexts requiring a restitutive reading (e.g. a prototypical result 
context as per §3.3).9 

(16) a.   [Chris kills a rabbit, takes it home, skins and butchers it, puts the fresh 
meat in the freezer for a week, and then takes it out and puts it on the table 
to thaw.] 
#Chris thawed the meat again.                                (necessarily two defrostings) 

b. [A store makes their shirts in the back. John buys one and leaves with it, but 
then decides he does not want it. He takes the shirt back to exchange it.] 
#John returned the shirt again.                                 (necessarily two returnings) 

c. [Sandy lives in a hot region and finds a fruit with brown, fatty edges. She 
takes it home, trims off the edges, and puts it in the fridge. She later takes 
it out and fries it.] 
#Sandy fried the fruit again.                                         (necessarily two fryings) 
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9 Consistent with §3.3, speakers who find particular result root verbs to allow participial forms that do not 
entail change may also find restitutive readings possible; for example, Sandy closed the door again has a 
restitutive reading in the context of restoring something to a ‘built closed’ state (Dowty 1979:252, ex. 31). A 
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This is difficult to reconcile with bifurcation. Again should be able to target the root, de-
riving a restitutive reading. We could posit a syntactic feature preventing attachment to 
result roots, forcing again to attach higher and deriving a repetitive reading, though it is 
unclear what would motivate this.10 We now turn to a prediction of bifurcation not dis-
cussed by Beavers and Koontz-Garboden. 

3.5. Verbal markedness with PC and result roots. Just as all roots should show 
the same stative forms, they should show the same verbal forms, modulo subregulari-
ties or lexical idiosyncrasy orthogonal to bifurcation.11 However, English PC root verbs 
are often marked (i.e. deadjectival), as in 17a (governed largely by phonology, with -en 
surfacing mainly after nonnasal obstruents; Jespersen 1933). Conversely, result root 
verbs are usually unmarked (i.e. basic verbs), as in 17b (see also Koontz-Garboden 
2005:88–90).12 

(17) a.   widen, whiten, straighten, stiffen, shorten, enlarge, harden, etc. 
b. burn, melt, freeze, cook, break, crack, crush, shatter, murder, wrinkle, etc. 

This is not what bifurcation predicts. It predicts that different roots across the same tem-
plates will have the same morphological forms, whether adjectival, as in §3.2, or verbal, 
as here. 

However, 17 is just the inverse of the situation in §3.2, where PC but not result roots 
form unmarked adjectives. We could save bifurcation in a manner parallel to 8 by posit-
ing two verb templates, one including a null vbecome and the other AspS and vbecome, real-
ized as -ed/en.13 

(18) a.   basic verbs: [vP vbecome √root] 
b. derived verbs: [vP vbecome [AspP AspS √root]]                            (compare 8) 

If we assume as in §3.3 that result roots must compose first with vbecome by virtue of 
some feature, à la Alexiadou et al. (2006:202–3) or Ramchand (2008:58), this would 
rule out them occurring in 18b and 8a but permit them in 18a and 8b. We could analo-
gously posit that PC roots have a feature requiring them to compose first with AspS 
(though this requires a trivial modification of 8b so that the complement of vbecome could 
be an AspP rather than just a root). This rules them out in 18a but permits them in 18b 
and both 8a and 8b. Together with the constraint that result roots have a feature requir-
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10 An objection might come from reversative analyses of again that posit that again always attaches high 
and entails that the change under its scope is reversed (e.g. Deo et al. 2013, Pedersen 2014, Beck & Gergel 
2015). Since again never scopes over a root, it does not probe root meaning. However, it is unclear how such 
an analysis would derive a lack of restitutive readings with result roots without additional assumptions. Plus, 
Spathas (2017) shows that additive also and too show an ambiguity analogous to the repetitive vs. restitutive 
and require a scopal analysis, yet show the same PC vs. result root distinction (see §4.5 on Greek, though his 
English translations show the same patterns). 

11 One subregularity is whether the causative or inchoative is derived from the other, something that de-
pends on various factors such as spontaneity of change, the nature of the causation, frequency, and language 
type (see e.g. Haspelmath 1993, Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995:82–110, Doron 2003, Chierchia 2004, 
Nichols et al. 2004, Alexiadou et al. 2006, Koontz-Garboden 2009, Schäfer 2009, Haspelmath et al. 2014, 
Lundquist et al. 2016, Schäfer & Vivanco 2016, inter alia). Our focus is just on whether there are distinct mor-
phological patterns between PC and result root verbs more broadly. 

12 As per n. 1 we use marked vs. unmarked to reflect a surface morphological asymmetry, where marked 
verbs appear to contain some other term (e.g. a stative) plus additional grammatical structure suggestive of 
derivation, whereas unmarked verbs do not, though we do not necessarily assume that any actual derivational 
process has occurred. 

13 One difference is that 8a,b but not 18a,b have a semantic correlate. This raises the question of what inde-
pendently motivates 18. Our goal is not to fully defend this analysis, but to demonstrate a plausible analysis 
of 17. 



ing vbecome, we have in essence recreated the descriptive generalization that PC roots are 
lexicalized as adjectives and result roots as verbs. That roots would differ in this way 
could be treated as a morphological accident, essentially the Embick 2004:358 analysis 
as two arbitrary root classes, albeit defined by features rather than different spell-outs of 
functional heads. 

This analysis would also capture the entailment data, since PC roots can occur with-
out vbecome but result roots never will, guaranteeing that change is always entailed with 
the latter but not the former. It also opens up an analysis of the again data other than the 
one discussed in §3.4. If we assume that again never scopes over roots but instead 
scopes over something larger than a root—presumably by some syntactic feature, since 
there is no semantic reason why this should be so—then for PC roots the lowest attach-
ment would be AspP, allowing restitutive readings, but for result roots it would be  
vbecome′, ruling out restitutive readings since vbecome would always be under its scope. 

(19) a.   [vP Mary [v′ vcause [vP the rug [-envbecome [AspP [AspP AspS √flat] again]]]]] 
b. [vP Mary [v′ vcause [vP the rug [v′ [v′ -envbecome √flat] again]]]] 

Thus an analysis consistent with bifurcation is possible, but requires making two purely 
syntactic assumptions about the roots that are not justified by anything deeper, plus one 
nonstandard assumption about how sublexical scope works. We summarize and evalu-
ate the picture so far. 

3.6. Morphosyntactic accidents vs. entailments of change in result roots. 
English PC and result roots differ morphologically and semantically. PC roots tend to 
have simple adjectival forms and marked verbal forms, while result roots tend to have 
simple verbal forms and marked adjectival forms. Result root adjectives entail change 
and result verbs disallow restitutive modification, while simple PC root adjectives do 
not entail change and PC verbs allow restitutive modification. Explaining these facts 
while maintaining bifurcation means appealing to syntactic diacritics ensuring what 
templates each root occurs in, coupled with specific assumptions about sublexical mod-
ification. This captures the data, but leaves open why these factors come together like 
this. Other combinations should be possible, and different roots could have shown each 
property. While each fact on its own could be a happenstance in English, the specific 
confluence amounts to coincidence of happenstances, raising the question of whether 
there is a deeper explanation. 

There is, however, an alternative analysis that rests on a simple emergent generaliza-
tion from the data above. Unlike the states described by PC roots, the states described 
by result roots are not dissociable from an entailment of change. Any time a word is 
formed from a result root, change is entailed. Thus perhaps the root itself introduces 
change. More specifically, as Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020:80–90) propose, we 
could assume stative roots predicate a certain idiosyncratic state s for patient x.14 AspS 
and AspR represent identity functions, while vbecome introduces a further event e that is 
the coming about of s, represented by logical operator become′. 

(20) a.   �√flat� = λxλs[ flat′(x, s)] 
b. �AspS/R� = λPλxλs[P(x, s)] 
c. �vbecome� = λPλxλe∃s[become′(e, s) ∧ P(x, s)] 

Combining √flat with AspS will produce a pure stative, while combining it with  
vbecome will introduce change. Thus words formed from √flat will entail change only 
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14 Here we assume a compositional semantics wherein roots and functional heads represent functions from 
individuals—real-world entities, events, and states—and functions over individuals to truth values, using a 
typed λ-calculus. 



depending on the template. Furthermore, if again scopes over just √flat, it will not 
have change under its scope. 

But since result roots give rise to similar patterns regarding the nondeniability of 
change in contexts in which the state is asserted (§3.3) and in deriving repetitive read-
ings under again modification (§3.4) that arise from vbecome with PC roots, the most nat-
ural assumption is that result roots introduce the become′ themselves, which might be 
what Rappaport Hovav and Levin (1998:109) mean in saying that break-type verbs are 
built on ‘result states’ (see also Dixon 1982:50). Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020: 
216–24) suggest two reasons why this might happen. First, some states, like that inher-
ent to the root of crack, might be conceived of as arising only via some change, so that 
it arises as an inference from asserting the state (e.g. by meaning postulate), as in 21a. 
Second, some states that do not require a change might be so conventionally associated 
with one that a root arises which lexicalizes change in combination with the state, as 
might be the case for the root of melt, which patterns like a result root (Rappaport 
Hovav 2010:7; cf. liquefy), as in 21b. 

(21) a.   �√crack� = λxλs[cracked′(x, s)],  
where ∀x∀s[cracked′(x, s) → ∃e′[become(e′, s)]] 

b. �√melt� = λxλs[melted′(x, s) ∧ ∃e′[become′(e′, s)]] 
Either way, change will be entailed whenever √crack or √melt is used, even absent a 
vbecome, and scope of again over either will ensure prior change as well.15 Accepting this 
analysis, though, requires rejecting bifurcation, and with it the strong syntax/semantics 
correlation it predicts. 

Crucially, assuming there is some consistency across communities in how certain 
states are conceived of or in how they conventionally arise, if Beavers and Koontz-Gar-
boden are right we would expect that across languages similar states will be described 
by roots that pattern consistently in terms of their semantic properties, which may in 
turn feed morphological splits across roots in different classes. Of course, we also ex-
pect to see variation in particular items across languages or speakers within a language, 
since it is unlikely that the exact same meanings will be lexicalized in the exact same 
ways, as seen above. Nonetheless, commonalities of human experience would lead to 
the expectation of consistent violations of bifurcation across languages. Conversely, if 
we adopt the alternative hypothesis in §3.5 that hinges on formal features of English 
roots and sublexical modifiers, we would not expect the same distinctions to recur 
across languages, or if they do it would not necessarily manifest in the same way with 
equivalent roots. Thus, were the data above unique to English and bifurcation otherwise 
motivated, it might militate for the analysis consistent with it. But if the same patterns 
recur across languages for roots with similar meanings, the analysis rooted in properties 
of the particular states being described would be more plausible. 

We show that the asymmetries between English PC and result roots are found across 
languages, suggesting a deeper and more systematic generalization. The goal is not to 
show that translation equivalents across languages always pattern identically. We ex-
pect language-particular variation as well as speaker-to-speaker variation, as above. 
Rather, we show that these patterns are attested in other languages in ways that reflect a 
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recurring trend. We first look at the semantics in a small sample of languages before 
turning to a broader typological study of their morphology. 

4. Semantics. In order to verify that the semantic patterns obtain crosslinguistically, 
we present in-depth studies drawn from prior literature and native-speaker judgments of 
a small sampling of roots mostly chosen from among those in §3.1. The case studies are 
Greek (Indo-European; see Spathas 2017), Kakataibo (Panoan; Eastern Peru; see Valle 
Arevalo et al. 2017), Kinyarwanda (Northeastern Bantu; Rwanda; see Jerro 2017b, 
2018), Hebrew (Semitic, Afro-Asiatic), and Marathi (Indic, Indo-European). The goal 
is not to show that this pattern is broadly attested, but more modestly to show that cer-
tain meanings drawn from the two classes show similar entailment patterns in other lan-
guages as a proof of concept, thus showing that it is not obviously an idiosyncrasy of 
one language. 

4.1. Kakataibo. Kakataibo statives are adjectives, while inchoatives and causatives 
are verbs, two distinct categories (see Valle Arevalo 2017:69–72, 74). Simple statives 
and inchoatives are usually labile (i.e. the same surface stem), with causatives generally 
formed by causative -o (though some inchoatives are derived from the causative, and in 
some cases both are derived from a separate shared form). Result statives are formed by 
factive -kë. This is illustrated in 22 (see Valle Arevalo et al. 2017).16 

(22) Kakataibo 
root             simple stv      inch       caus          result stv 
‘large’           ani                    ani           ani-o          ani-kë/ani-o-kë 
‘wrinkle’      —                    churi       churi-o      churi-kë/churi-o-kë 

Valle Arevalo et al. (2017) examined the PC terms xo paxada ‘yellow’, ani/cha ‘big’, 
upi(t) ‘pretty, beautiful’, tuna(n) ‘black’, uxu(a) ‘white’, inru ‘hard’, xana ‘hot’, bata 
‘sweet’, bachu ‘soft’, ‘aidama ‘bad’, bënsi(t) ‘thin’, xëni ‘old’, chadkë(t) ‘long’, chabat 
‘wet’, puntë(t) ‘straight’, diba(t) ‘smooth’, kacha ‘sour’, anacha ‘wide’, chukúma(t) 
‘small’, mamúa ‘round’, and ëd-ki-kë ‘dry-intr-nmlz’ and the result terms tëa-kë ‘cut-
nmlz’, nën ‘burn’, a-ru-kë (do-up-nmlz) ‘cook’, katët-kë ‘feel.embarrassed-nmlz’, 
tun-ka-kë ‘shoot-tr-nmlz’, rëtë ‘kill/murder’, kën̄u ‘exterminate’, chachi ‘stab’, xui 
‘barbecue’, sasa-ka ‘fry-tr’, and musa ‘mix/stir/mash’. Simple PC statives as in 23a  
do not entail change, but derived PC statives as in 23b do, where the form derived from 
a caused change-of-state verb cannot be asserted while also denying the caused change 
of state.17 
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16 The following glosses are used: 1–14(S): (subject) noun classes, 3: third person, a: subject of transitive 
verb, acc: accusative, caus: causative, dat: dative, dem: demonstrative, emph: emphatic, erg: ergative, f: 
feminine, fact: factitive, fv: final vowel, hands(8): classifier, inch: inchoative, indf: indefinite, inf: infini-
tive, intr: intransitive, ipfv: imperfective, m: masculine, neg: negation, nfut: nonfuture, nmlz: nominal-
izer, nom: nominative, nprox: nonproximate, part: participle, pass: passive, pfv: perfective, poss: 
possessive, pro: pronoun, prox: proximate, prs: present, pst: past, refl: reflexive, s: subject of intransitive 
verb, se: simultaneous event, sg: singular, stv: stative, tr: transitive, up: up, val: validational. 

17 Valle Arevalo et al. (2017) use causative verbs to test contradiction, opening up the possibility that what 
is being denied is causation and not change. However, if causation is entailed, change must be as well, so the 
contradictoriness of the examples still suggests an entailment of change. The only exception is negating the 
causative while asserting a simple PC root stative, where the root could entail change but what is being denied 
is just causation. This is a fairly implausible view of the data and would mean the root entails change, sup-
porting our hypothesis that bifurcation is incorrect. We set this issue aside, since regardless the data suggest a 
distinction between PC and result roots that is unexpected under bifurcation. This potential, if unlikely, con-
found does not arise for data from other languages below. 



(23) a.   báinka              ani  ‘ikë          ‘aibika                          uini          abi         
     báin=ka=a        ani  ‘ikë          ‘ai=bi=ka=a                  uini          a=bi       
     hill=val=3a/s  big  be.3.ipfv  then=emph=val=3a/s  indf.pro  3=emph    

    ni    Diosabi       ni    uni   yubë       unibi             
    ni    Diosa=bi     ni    uni   yubët      uni=bi          
    nor  God=emph  nor  man  sorcerer  man=emph   
    anioima. 
    ani-o-i-i=ma 
    big-fact-ipfv-prox=neg 
  ‘The hill is big, but nobody nor God nor a sorcerer made it big.’ 

b. #taíka                             puntëokë                            ‘ikë         
#tain=ka=a                     puntët-o-kë                         ‘ikë         
#arrow.stick=val=3a/s  straight-fact-nfut.nmlz  be.3.ipfv 
    aibika                            uini          abi                                          
    ai=bi=ka=a                   uini          a=bi         
    then=emph=val=3a/s  indf.pro  3=emph   
    puntëoima                              iáxa. 
    puntët-o-i=ma                        i-a-x-a 
    straight-fact-a/s>s:se=neg  be-pfv-3-nprox 
  ‘The tree (used to make arrows) stem is straightened but nobody made  
  it straight.’ 

Statives of result roots pattern like derived statives of PC roots exclusively. 
(24)  #naëka               nënkë                    ‘ikë          ‘aibika                           
        #naë=ka=a         nën-kë                  ‘ikë          ‘ai=bi=ka=a                  
        #dig=val=3a/s  burn-nfut.nmlz  be.3.ipfv  then=emph=val=3a/s   

    uini          abi          nënkëma                        ‘ikë. 
    uini          a=bi        nën-kë=ma                    ‘ikë 
    indf.pro 3=emph  burn-nfut.nmlz=neg  be.3.ipfv 
  ‘The farm is burnt but nobody burned it.’ 

Additionally, PC roots generally allow restitutive readings under iterative -tëkën mark-
ing, as in 25a, while result roots usually resist them, as in 25b (though again it is some-
times difficult to figure out exactly what the relevant state would be divorced from the 
change leading to it). 

(25) a.   [The desert starts off dry. Then, it is made nondry. Then it turns dry 
again.] 
#madin         papanka                       ëdkitëkënia. 
#madi=n       papa=n=ka=a              ëd-ki-tëkën-i-a 
#sand=poss  father=a/s=val=3a/s  dry-intr-again-ipfv-nprox 
  ‘The desert is getting dry again.’ 

b. [The man picks up a banana. A wizard makes it inedible. The man fries/ 
cooks it.] 

    #uninka                       nodi 
    #uni=n=ka=a              nodi 
    #man=a/s=val=3a/s  banana  
    sasakatëkënia/‘arutëkea. 
    sasa-ka-tëkën-a-x-a/‘a-ru-tëkën-a-x-a 
    fry-tr-again-pfv-3-nprox/do-up-again-pfv-3-nprox 
  ‘The man fried/cooked the banana again.’ 
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Taken together, these data all suggest the same confluence of semantic patterns we saw 
in English. 

That said, there are some contrasts with English. For example, rëtë ‘kill’ allows resti-
tutive modification, as with an inanimate brought to life by magic and then killed. 

(26) [The stone was always dead. Then, it was brought to life. Then, I kill it.] 
maxákana            rë(të)tëkëa. 
maxat=ka=na      rëtë-tëkën-a 
stone=val=1a/s  kill-again-pfv 
  ‘I killed the stone again.’ 

Such variation is expected; not all translation equivalents are perfectly synonymous. A 
simple analysis for 26 is that the root of kill means ‘dead’, which can apply only to liv-
ing entities that have undergone a dying, while rëtë means ‘not alive’, which allows 
inanimates that were simply never alive. On balance, result root translations that also 
entail change exist in Kakataibo, while PC root translations do not seem to have entail-
ments of change. 

4.2. Kinyarwanda. Kinyarwanda shows something similar (Jerro 2017b, 2018). In 
Kinyarwanda the simple stative, inchoative, and result stative are usually all labile. Var-
ious patterns relate this labile form to the causative: the causative is also labile, it is de-
rived equipollently or from the labile form via causativizing -ish/esh (Jerro 2017a), or 
else the labile form is derived from an unmarked causative by detransitivizing -ik/ek, 
the latter common among result roots and the others among PC roots. 

(27) Kinyarwanda 
root         simple stv      inch                 caus            result stv 
‘sharp’      gu-tyara          gu-tyara            gu-tyaza       gu-tyara 
‘break’      —                    ku-men-ek-a     ku-mena      ku-men-ek-a 

While statives and inchoatives are labile verbs, tense/aspect inflection provides disam-
biguation, where (roughly) past + perfective and present + imperfective are purely in-
choative, while present + perfective combinations are stative (see Jerro 2017b, 2018). 
Given this, PC stative gu-tyara ‘sharp’ does not entail change (and similarly for nini 
‘large/enlarge’, umutuku ‘red’, -re-re ‘long’), while result root stative gu-teka ‘cook’ 
does (also gu-shongesha ‘freeze (harden)’, ku-mena ‘break’, gu-subiza ‘return’, gu-ca 
‘tear’, gu-hanuka ‘fall’). Only the former is possible in contexts where the state always 
held, even if a context is clarified that pulls out an approximation of the state described 
by the verb divorced from change (and even with the modifier -hora ‘always’, which, 
when combined with a perfective verb, ensures that the state always held). 

(28) a.   [Habimana buys a knife that is manufactured very sharp.] 
[Icy-uma  gi-hor-a           gi-tyay-e. 
[7-knife    7S-always-fv  7S-sharp-pfv 
  ‘The knife has always been sharp.’ 

b. [Consider a hypothetical fruit called the Mupiri that is always soft and 
ripe since it first grows and can be eaten any time.] 
#Umu-keri  u-hor-a            u-tek-ets-e. 
#3-fruit       3S-always-fv  3S-cook-stv-pfv 
  ‘The fruit has always been cooked.’ 

Similarly, only PC roots permit restitutive readings with -ongera ‘again’; result roots  
do not. 

(29) a.   [Habimana buys a knife that was manufactured sharp, uses it until it goes 
blunt, and then sharpens it.] 
#Habimana  y-ongey-e       gu-tyaz-a           icy-uma. 
#Habimana  1S-again-pfv  inf-sharpen-fv  7-knife 
  ‘Habimana sharpened the knife again.’ 
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b. [You have a bunch of small pieces of glass, manufactured in that size, 
such that they would fit together in a single pane if you wanted to. Sup-
pose Karemera puts them together to make a single piece of glass, and 
then he breaks it.] 
#Karemera  y-ongey-e       ku-men-a       iki-rahure. 
#Karemera  1S-again-pfv  inf-break-fv  7-glass  
  ‘Karemera broke the glass again.’ 

Thus result roots but not PC roots describe states nondissociable from a change. 

4.3. Hebrew. Hebrew stative, causative, and inchoative forms are typically equipol-
lent (an artifact of the Semitic root/template morphological system, the details of which 
are not relevant here; see Doron 2003). 

(30) Hebrew 
root       underlying      simple stv      inch        caus        result stv 
‘large’     g-d-l                   gadol               gadal        hi-gdil      mu-gdal 
‘break’    š-v-r                   —                    ni-šbar     šavar        šavur 

Once again, PC simple stative forms do not entail a prior change, while their correspon-
ding result stative forms do, as with the following for ’arox/he’erix/mu’arax 
‘long/lengthenedV/lengthenedAdj’ (and similarly for xad/xided/mexudad ‘sharp/sharp-
enedV/sharpenedAdj’, gadol/higdil/mugdal ‘large/enlargedV/enlargedAdj’, xazak/xizek/ 
mexuzak ‘strong/strengthenedV/strengthenedAdj’, tov/šiper/mešupar ‘good/improvedV/ 
improvedAdj’).  

(31) ha-gesher   ’arox/#mu’arax   ’aval  ’afpaʕam  lo      
the-bridge  long/lengthened  but     never        neg  
    hu’arax/hit’arex. 
    lengthened.pass/lengthened.refl 
  ‘The bridge is long but (was) never lengthened.’ 

Statives related to result root change-of-state verbs categorically entail change, as with 
nipec/menupac ‘shatteredV/shatteredAdj’ (and similarly for nafal/naful ‘fell/fallen’, 
hexzir/muxzar ‘returnedV/returnedAdj’, šavar/šavur ‘broke/broken’, bišel/mevušal 
‘cookedV/cookedAdj’). 

(32)  #ha-zxuxit  menupecet,  ’aval  hi  ’afpaʕam  lo      hitnapca. 
        #the-glass  shattered      but     it   never        neg  shattered.refl 

  ‘The glass is shattered, but it never shattered.’ 
Similarly, PC but not result roots allow restitutive readings with again-type modifiers. 
There are two such modifiers, šuv and mexadaš (literally ‘from new’), the latter of 
which generates only restitutive readings (similar to English re- prefixation; see Dowty 
1979:256). 

(33) a.   [A film producer makes a four-hour-long film, which is significantly 
longer than the norm. She is pressured to reduce its length, so cuts it to be 
two hours. But then the director and actors protest, so she restores it to 
four hours.] 
#ha-mefika         he’erixa         šuv/mexadaš  ’et    haseret. 
#the-producer.f  lengthened.f  again/anew    acc  the.film 
  ‘The producer lengthened the film again.’ 

b. [There are a bunch of small pieces of glass, manufactured in that size, 
such that they would fit together in a single pane if one wanted to. Kim 
puts them together to make a single piece of glass, and then shatters it.] 
#Kim  nipca        šuv/mexadaš  ’et    ha-zxuxit. 
#Kim  shattered  again/anew    acc  the-glass 
  ‘Kim shattered the glass again.’ 
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This suggests again a semantic PC vs. result root distinction akin to what has been ob-
served above. 

4.4. Marathi. Marathi simple statives are largely adjectives, with verbs either de-
rived from the adjectives (morphologically/periphrastically) or basic (with variation on 
the relationship between the causative and the inchoative) (see Shibatani & Pardeshi 
2001:91–92 and Dhongde & Wali 2009:143–56). 

(34) Marathi 
root     simple stv    inch         caus                result stv 
‘long’    lāmb              lāmb-ɳe    lāmb-əv-ɳe      lāmb-əv-lele 
‘melt’    —                  vitəí-ɳe     vitəí-av-ɳe       vitəí-lele 

PC vs. result roots show the expected entailment contrast, as with lāmb/lāmb-av-
ɳe/lāmb-av-lele (long/long-caus-inf/long-caus-part) ‘long/lengthen/lengthened’ vs. 
phoɖ-ɳe/phoɖ-lele (break/shatter-inf/break/shatter-part) ‘break/shatter/broken/shat-
tered’ (also for rikāme/rikāme kər-ɳe/rikāme ke-lele (empty/empty make-inf/empty 
make-part) ‘emptyAdj/emptyV/emptied’, ʦāngle/ʦāngle kər-ɳe/ʦāngle ke-lele (good/ 
good make-inf/good make-part) ‘good/improve/improved’, dhār-dār/dhār lāv-ɳe/lāv-
lele (sharpness-ful/sharpness attach-inf/sharpness attach-part) ‘sharp/sharpen/sharp-
ened’, lāl/lāl kər-ɳe/lāl ke-lele (red/red make-inf/red make-part) ‘red/redden/ 
reddened’, moʈhe/moʈhe kər-ɳe/moʈhe ke-lele (large/large make-inf/large make- 
part) ‘large/enlarge/enlarged’ vs. result vitaɭ-ɳe/vitəɭ-lele (melt-inf/melt-part) 
‘melt/melted’, pərət-əv-ɳe/pərət-əv-lele (return-caus-inf/return-caus-part) ‘return/ 
returned’). 

(35) a.   #chitrəpəʈ           lāmb/#lāmb-əv-lelā             āhe             āɳi   to         
     #movie.nom.sg  long/long-caus-part.m.sg  be.prs.3sg  and  dem.sg         

    kədhi  lāmb-əv-lelā                nāhi. 
    ever    long-caus-part.m.sg  neg 
  ‘The movie is long, but it has never been lengthened.’ 

b. #kāc                    phoɖ-leli                    āhe             pəɳ  ti              kədhi 
#glass.nom.f.sg  shatter.tr-part.f.sg  be.prs.3sg  but   dem.f.sg  ever 
    phuʈ-leli                        nāhi. 
    shatter.intr-part.f.sg  neg 
  ‘The glass is shattered, but it never shattered.’ 

PC but not result roots allow restitutive readings with again-type modifiers. 
(36) a.   [Kim buys a knife that was manufactured sharp, uses it until it goes blunt, 

and then sharpens it.] 
#Kim-ne    suri-lə               pərət  dhār                          lāv-li. 
#Kim-erg  knife.f.sg-dat  again  sharpness.f.sg.nom  attach-pfv.f.sg 
  ‘Kim sharpened the knife again.’ 

b. [A bunch of small pieces of glass were manufactured in that size, such 
that they would fit together in a single pane if you wanted to. Suppose 
Kim puts them together to make a single piece of glass, and then shatters 
it.] 
#Kim-ne    parat  kach                  phoɖ-li.  
#Kim-erg  again  glass.f.sg.nom  break-pfv.f.sg 
  #‘Kim broke the glass again.’ 

Once again, a PC vs. result root distinction similar to those in other languages is  
observed. 
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4.5. Greek. Finally, Spathas (2017) shows that Greek has the same distinction be-
tween verbs that have states dissociable from a change and those that do not. As noted 
in n. 10, this comes from the interpretation of additive modifiers. Among change-of-
state verbs, those in 37a allow the additive equivalent of a restitutive reading, where the 
patient comes to be in the same state as something else that has always had that state, 
and those in 37b allow only the equivalent of a repetitive reading, where both the ex-
pressed patient and some other entity underwent the same change. 

(37) a.   petheno ‘die’, skotono ‘kill’, kurazome ‘get tired’, filakizo ‘imprison’, 
skuriazio ‘get rusty’, vutirono ‘butter’, skonizome ‘get dusty’, etimazome 
‘get ready’, stejnono ‘dry’, adjazo ‘empty’, isiono ‘straighten’, orimazo 
‘ripen’ 

b. spazo ‘break’, ftiahno ‘fix’, liono ‘melt’, ragizo ‘crack’, anatinazo ‘ex-
plode’, vrisko ‘find’, eksafanizome ‘disappear’, pnigo ‘drown’                  

(Spathas 2017:10, 16, ex. 76)  
This is illustrated by examples such as the following. 

(38) a.   [Yesterday, John bought some new pants and a new shirt but dropped 
them near some water right after he got out of the store. The pants stayed 
dry, but the shirt got very wet. At home, when he put both in the washing 
machine, … ] 
#Stegnose  ke     to    pukamiso. 
#dried        also  the  shirt 
  ‘The shirt dried too.’ 

b. [Last week, Mary bought a new TV and a new laptop. Three days later the 
laptop was working fine, but the TV wasn’t. Very upset, Mary brought her 
tools and … ] 
#I     Maria  eftiakse  ke    tin  tileorasi. 
#the  Mary   fixed      also  the  television 
  #‘Mary fixed the television too.’        (Spathas 2017:10–11, exs. 43–44, 47–48) 

The verbs in 37a overlap considerably with the PC root meanings we give above for En-
glish, including many degree achievements (but with some variation from English—the 
‘kill’ verb patterns as it does in Kakataibo, possibly thus amenable to the same analy-
sis). Those in 37b clearly draw from the same class of meanings for result roots we give 
above for English, including verbs of breaking, destroying, killing, and entity-specific 
change of state. 

4.6. Summary. Across several languages, result root meanings often show inferences 
of change while PC root meanings do not, including lexical entailments of change in 
stative forms and inferences of prior change under sublexical modification. Thus the 
cooccurrence of these two properties in §3 is not purely coincidental in English but 
likely due to some deeper connection. We now consider whether the corresponding 
morphological distinctions between PC and result roots also recur. 

5. Morphology: basic methodology. In order to explore the morphology we ex-
amined a balanced language sample for a consistent set of root meanings. We first out-
line our data-collection methodology, then the results for the relevant contrasts. We 
look first at the existence of simple stative forms, where the expectation from §3.2 is 
that PC roots should have more simple statives than result roots. We then look at verbal 
markedness, where the expectation from §3.5 is that PC roots will have more marked 
verbs than result roots will. 
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Our primary methodology consisted of a dictionary and grammar-mining study of 
equivalent root meanings across languages, using English terms (or equivalents in other 
metalanguages) as initial search terms (following the methodology of Nedjalkov 1969, 
Nedjalkov & Silnitsky 1973, Haspelmath 1993, Nichols et al. 2004:157, Brown 2013a,b, 
Nichols 2018:4). The root meanings we examined are the thirty-six PC and thirty-six re-
sult root meanings in 5 and 6 in §3.1. We targeted the 100-language sample from the 
World atlas of language structures online (WALS; Dryer & Haspelmath 2013), an areally 
and genetically balanced sample known to have available grammatical resources, al-
though some modifications were required for our final list. In some cases we lacked suf-
ficient access to grammatical and dictionary resources, and in other cases the dictionaries 
or grammars we had access to were insufficient for the project. In these cases, where pos-
sible, we substituted languages from the sister WALS 200-language sample list for which 
we had (superior) resources and which covered similar geographic regions and language 
families. We also added a few languages based on available resources or native speak-
ers/fieldworkers. The final total was eighty-eight languages, listed in Appendix A, mostly 
covering the original areas and families of the WALS 100 list (see the online supplemental 
materials for a list of references used).18 

We collected simple stative and result stative forms of each root, plus both possible 
eventive forms, the causative and inchoative. In at least some languages some of these 
forms were based on a separate shared morpheme (e.g. a bound morpheme as in He-
brew per §4.3, or perhaps a nominal base). We referred to this morpheme as the under-
lying root and collected data on these forms as well. We refer to this set of five items 
as the paradigm for the root (though, as a referee notes, this is a potentially nonstan-
dard use of the term ‘paradigm’; we mean nothing by it save how we have defined it 
here). Example paradigms for English √red and √shatter are given in 39. 

(39) English 
root          underlying     simple stv     inch         caus         result stv 
‘red’           —                     red                  redden      redden      reddened 
‘shatter’     —                     —                   shatter      shatter      shattered 

In looking for equivalents to 5 and 6 we did not assume all translations were perfect, 
just that the meanings were similar enough to fall into the same semantic root class. The 
methodology was to read available grammatical resources in order to understand the 
language’s verbal and stative systems (e.g. valency processes, parts of speech, (de)ver-
balization) and relevant morphophonological processes, and then do bidirectional dic-
tionary searches to capture the full range of meanings of each term according to the 
resources (also using relevant data found in the grammatical resources). Certain coau-
thors were responsible for certain global regions under the assumption that they would 
become familiar with regional linguistic tendencies and scholarly traditions. For any 
language X a researcher began with the metalanguage-to-X section. This was used to 
direct them to specific words in the X-to-metalanguage section; navigating the forms 
and filling in the paradigm was primarily done from the X-to-metalanguage side. The 
researcher also kept notes on relevant aspects of the morphological composition of var-
ious forms (e.g. if it contains an overt causative affix). 

For stative terms we looked for forms used in predicative constructions, including 
possessive predicational strategies in languages that utilize those (Francez & Koontz-
Garboden 2015). The category of the stative did not matter. As Dixon (1982) showed, 
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statives can be adjectives, verbs, or nouns, depending on the language. We were just  
interested in whether a form existed.19 Similarly, certain category features were not rel-
evant, such as agreement, tense, and grammatical aspect. Here we followed the re-
source regarding such features; for example, if the datum came from an example 
sentence, we kept the features of the attested form, or we used whatever citation form a 
dictionary provided. Thus in Murrinh-Patha the causative for ‘crush’ is mam-lerrkperrk 
(1sgS.hands(8).nfut-crush) ‘crush’, with agreement, a verbal classifier, and tense, 
plus the lexical stem (taken from Seiss 2013:79, ex. 3.14a), whereas in Spanish all 
verbs are in citation (infinitive) form. Finally, we treated synonyms as a root meaning 
associated with multiple paradigms.20 

We furthermore coded each item X for its morphological relationship to each form Yk 
(1 ≤ k ≤ 5) in its paradigm by assigning X a five-character code in the following order. 

(40) Position k in X’s code with corresponding form Yk below 
           1                         2                      3                   4                    5 
underlying root    simple stative     inchoative     causative     result stative 

The possible relationship codes are given in 41, a generalization over those in Haspel-
math 1993:90–92. 

(41) a.   i: X is the input to a rule forming Yk. 
b. d: X is the output of a rule on Yk. 
c. t: X is transitively related to Yk by a series of input/output pairs. 
d. l: X and Yk are labile. 
e. e: X and Yk are equipollent. 
f. u: X and Yk are unrelated (no above relation applies).21 
g. n: Yk is unattested. 
h. s: X is Yk. 

We based the coding on surface grammatical relationships, unless a grammar or dic-
tionary was quite explicit about a morphological relationship not obvious from the sur-
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19 A referee asks if verbal simple statives in languages like Kinyarwanda (§4.2) could have consequences 
for exploring morphological relationships. Indeed, Koontz-Garboden (2005, 2007a) suggests that a single 
word can be polysemous between a state and a change-of-state sense just in case it is a verb (as opposed to an 
adjective or noun). We do not believe this impacts our results, however. If the question is whether a stative 
word exists, the category does not matter. If the question is whether the verbs are marked relative to the cor-
responding simple stative, here the inchoative would of course be unmarked. As we show below, however, 
only PC roots tend to have simple statives, so this will be seen only with PC roots. This would go against the 
expectations from §3.5 that PC root verbs are more marked than result roots. Yet as we show below, the broad 
pattern from §3.5 is nonetheless attested across languages. Excluding cases with verbal statives would thus 
only make the difference between PC and result root verbs more stark. Therefore not taking categoryhood 
into account causes no harm and is the most conservative position. 

20 In addition to the methodology outlined above, for eight languages (boldfaced in Appendix A) we were 
able to get data directly from native speakers. For languages like Tzeltal, where we had access to a native-
speaker consultant (typically a linguist), the researcher first explained the study’s goals and methodology, and 
then filled out several of the property concept and result root paradigms with the consultant. Once the consult-
ant understood the task, they filled in the rest of the paradigms on their own and then met with the researcher 
again in order to review the paradigms and revise any cells that the consultant was unsure of. In a few cases a 
fieldworker collected the data in a field collection environment, in which case they were given leeway to use 
whatever elicitation techniques matched their standard methodologies. Finally, for three languages we col-
lected the data from a resource as above and then checked it against a native speaker. 

21 This covers what Haspelmath (1993) meant by ‘suppletive’, which he used for the relationship between 
paradigm pairs like kill and die, which are not labile nor is there any clear surface derivation between them or 
from something else, and pairs like die and dead, which are historically related but not derived through any 
synchronically productive means. 



face forms (though this rarely if ever came up). When coding the forms the researcher 
noted their rationale for directionality (e.g. noting causative/inchoative morphs, rooted 
in information from the grammatical resources). Two sample fully coded paradigms are 
given in 42, one from Tzeltal (collected from a native speaker) and one from Oromo 
(collected from grammatical and dictionary resources). Here the Tzeltal inchoative for 
‘become small’ is coded ‘ndsii’: it is n-related to the underlying root (since there is 
none), d-related to (derived from) the simple stative, s-related to itself, i-related (input) 
to the causative, and i-related (input) to the result stative, and similarly for the rest. 

(42) a.   Tzeltal  
root     underlying   simple stv   inch              caus              result  
                                                                                                      stv 
‘small’  —                    tut                 tut-ub            tut-ub-tes       tut-ub-en 
             —                    nsitt               ndsii              ntdse              ntdes 

b. Oromo 
root     underlying   simple stv   inch              caus              result  
                                                                                                      stv 
‘long’    dheer-              dheer-aa       dheer-addh   dheer-essuu   — 
             siiin                 dseen            desen            deesn             — 

Finally, for analytical purposes we made assumptions about what to do with para-
digms for which we had no data, incomplete data, or too much data (i.e. synonymous 
forms). We ignored any root meaning in any language for which we had no data for any 
part of the paradigm, on the assumption that there is presumably some way to convey 
the relevant concept but we lacked resources that told us what it was (e.g. we were un-
able to find any data for a root meaning ‘hurt’ in Anejom̃, so we assumed we had a gap 
in the resources). But if we had at least one attested paradigm member, we treated any 
missing items as nonexistent forms.22 Conversely, if a root meaning corresponded to 
several apparent synonyms, then for any given analysis we selected one synonym at 
random. In all, we ended up with 3,368 PC and 3,500 result roots with data, for a total 
of 6,868 paradigms and 34,340 possible forms. Of these, 15,127 cells ended up filled 
with data found in one of the ways described above (there were also 2,957 hypothetical 
forms, ignored here; see n. 22). Once one synonym was chosen per synonym set, there 
were 2,712 PC roots and 2,417 result roots with data; the exact number of cells filled 
depended on which random synonyms were chosen.23 
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22 One potential objection arises from the possibility that even though a form was unattested it could be de-
rived from attested forms using derivational processes. Indeed, in some agglutinating languages such as 
Kiowa, dictionary resources did not give full paradigms, but instead only roots and rules. This raises the pos-
sibility that quite a number of the unattested forms actually exist, which might impact our results (though of 
course we cannot be sure). To account for this possibility, when we found partially attested paradigms and had 
grammatical resources that said that specific productive processes existed for producing missing members, 
we constructed forms based on those processes but marked them with the diacritic @ to indicate that they 
were hypothetical. We then ran all of our statistical tests again with the hypotheticals included. This did not 
change any of our results, save in one worst-case-scenario condition (see §7.3 for details). We thus ignore hy-
potheticals going forward. For more details see the online supplemental files. 

23 To show that choosing random synonyms does not skew our results, we repeated our statistical tests in a 
Monte Carlo setting, 1,000 runs with hypotheticals, 1,000 without, picking a random synonym from each set 
in each repetition. The resulting distributions showed our results to be unaffected by synonym choice (see the 
online supplemental files). 



6. The existence of simple stative forms. 
6.1. The nonexistence of simple stative forms for result roots. We first con-

sider whether PC roots are more likely to have simple stative terms than result roots are, 
as expected from §3.2. Previous studies suggest an absence of simple statives for result 
roots in other languages (on Eastern Armenian see Megerdoomian 2002:92; on Ulwa 
see Koontz-Garboden 2007b:183; on Tongan see suggestive data in Koontz-Garboden 
2005:92–94; on O’odham see Hale & Keyser 1998:92; on Pima see Smith 2006:3; on 
Kakataibo see Valle Arevalo et al. 2017:6–8; on Kinyarwanda see Jerro 2017b:14–15). 
Our own data confirm these prior observations. After excluding root meanings in any 
language for which we had zero attested data, we treated a simple stative as existing if 
we had a form for it. The general pattern seen in 42 was dominant, and a statistical 
analysis confirms this. We assigned to each root meaning the percentage of languages 
for which a simple stative form was attested just in case we had some data for that root 
(i.e. the denominator was the number of languages with at least one form related to a 
given root, and the numerator was the number among those for which a simple stative 
form was in our database; see Table A1 in Appendix B for the root percentages). We 
then compared the distributions for PC vs. result roots. The difference in Figure 1 was 
statistically significant on a Mann-Whitney U test (PC median = 95.67%, result median 
= 1.59%, U = 1266.5, n1 = n2 = 36, p < 0.001 one-tailed).24 
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24 In all figures, each individual data point represents one root, jittered about the y-axis for increased read-
ability. The shaded area gives the distribution density (from a Gaussian kernel density estimation), and verti-
cal bars indicate distribution medians. To compare PC and result root distributions, we employed the 
nonparametric Mann-Whitney test over the more conventional t-test, since many of our distributions—no-
tably those in Fig. 1—are nonnormal. The Mann-Whitney test is useful for producing intuitive visualizations 
of the different distributions of the two types of roots, but it is also possible to test directly for the effect of 
root class on the existence of the stative term using a generalized linear mixed model with a binary response 
variable. Nothing changes about the results under this alternative for any tests here or below. We refer the 
reader to the online supplemental files for a full description. 

This overwhelmingly suggests that PC roots across languages tend to have simple sta-
tive terms and result roots do not, suggesting that the pattern observed in English is, in 
fact, typologically robust. 

On a purely descriptive basis, the differences are fairly consistent across the PC and 
result root subclasses. Subclasses of PC roots tend to cluster together in having simple 
stative forms, and subclasses of result roots cluster together in overwhelmingly lacking 
them, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

There are two exceptions. First, age roots pattern like result roots rather than PC roots. 
This follows from an observation from §3.3 that guided our coding: old entails a prior 
young/new state, and thus we coded anything translated as old (or aged) as a result sta-
tive, meaning no paradigms for this root had simple statives by virtue of our coding 

Figure 1. Percentage of languages with underived statives by root class, coded by translation. 



25 A further problem is that differ has a stative use implying no change, and thus translations to it might be 
stative and not eventive (see also n. 5). Perhaps it should be excluded from the analysis, though we left it in 
for completeness. 
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choices. This had no effect on the results: had we classified old/aged as simple statives it 
would have made the only outlier not an outlier. The other odd case is calibratable change 
of state, which consisted of translations of rise, fall, and differ and had more variation in 
the existence of a simple stative than other result roots. However, differ patterned like a 
PC root since we treated the translation ‘different’ as a simple stative.25 

6.2. Potential translation and category bias. A potential objection is that 
some stative terms translating as English result roots might have semantically simple 
stative meanings, but since there is no corresponding simple stative form in English the 
dictionary or grammar author gave the closest equivalent translation, namely a result 
stative form—for example, a root that describes some simple state inherent in √break 
has no English translation equivalent, so the author uses broken as the closest equiva-
lent. This would introduce translation bias into the data when translation is used as a 
proxy for semantics. The question is how we can identify possible translation bias. One 
way to do this would be to use morphology as a clue. For example, the standard as-

Figure 2. Percentage of languages with underived statives by root subclass, coded by translation. 



sumption (see §§1–3) is that if there is a derivational relationship between a simple sta-
tive term and the rest of the paradigm, the simple stative should be the most basic, with 
the result stative form likely derived from the verbal forms. Of course, it need not be 
this way. But this is the most iconic pattern and thus expected to be the most common 
when there is a derivational asymmetry at all. Thus if we found a stative term translated 
as a result state but morphologically unmarked relative to the rest of the paradigm, this 
might be a clue (albeit not a definitive one) that the term was mistranslated. 

We thus performed a second test wherein we reclassified result stative terms as sim-
ple stative terms if they were the input to, equipollent to, or labile with any other form 
in the paradigm. In other words, the only statives we called result statives were those 
translated as result statives and also clearly derived from another form; everything else 
was classified as a simple stative. The results are given in Figure 3. Crucially, reclassi-
fying the data in this way does not change the significance of the distinction (PC me-
dian = 95.61%, result median = 27.66%, U = 1293, n1 = n2 = 36, p < 0.001 one-tailed). 
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Figure 3. Percentage of languages with underived statives by root class, correcting for morphology. 

The breakdown by subclasses is given in Figure 4. The generalization remains that 
statives based on result roots do not exist in the morphological forms those based on PC 
roots do, no matter how simple states are ultimately identified. The former but not the 
latter tend to lack simple stative forms. 

A second potential objection is category bias: as a referee notes, the categories from 
English (or whatever the metalanguage is for a given language resource) may influence 
what translation is given; for example, (de)verbal forms are likely to be translated as 
(de)verbal forms. However, it is not clear that this would be the case. First, it is gener-
ally known that translation equivalents may be of different categories crosslinguisti-
cally, as demonstrated by Dixon (1982) in showing that stative terms that might be 
adjectives in one language surface as verbs and nouns in others. Furthermore, the re-
classified data referenced in Fig. 3 provide suggestive evidence against category bias in 
our data set. Comparing Fig. 3 to Fig. 1, the reclassification increased the median num-
ber of simple statives for result roots considerably, whereby for about a quarter of the 
result roots, a deverbal stative form was translated as something that was not obviously 
deverbal. While some of these may be simple stative verbs, it is unlikely that all are, 
again suggesting that there may not be category bias. For example, in Hopi (Uto-
Aztecan) the term aavu, translated as deverbal ‘decayed, rotten’, is a simple adjective 
which consists of just a root (Hopi Dictionary Project 1998:14). The same is true of 
Vietnamese bể, which is listed as a non-deverbal adjective translated as deverbal ‘bro-
ken’ (Nguyễn 1967:173). These forms serve as the respective inputs to aavu-ti ‘decay, 
rot’ for Hopi, and bi ̣ bể ‘break (intransitive)’ (Nguyễn 1967:172) and đap̣ bể ‘break 
(transitive)’ (Nguyễn 1967:171) for Vietnamese. In sum, there is no reason to assume 
any form of category bias.  



7. Preferences for marked vs. unmarked verbal forms. 
7.1. A first pass: using only complete verbal paradigms. The second question 

is whether eventive members of the paradigm of a given root were marked. The expec-
tation if PC and result roots differ, as in §3.5, is that PC root verbs will tend to be 
marked within their overall paradigm, while result root verbs will be unmarked. Since 
we collected data on two verbal forms, one of which could be more marked than the 
other (e.g. if one is derived from the other; see n. 11), we took the question to be 
whether either of the verb forms was relatively unmarked within its paradigm. We 
coded every verb as ‘marked’ iff it was overtly derived from or equipollent to some-
thing else in its paradigm; anything else would have only labile and unrelated relation-
ships and thus was coded as unmarked. If we had two verbs, we coded the combination 
of the two verbs—which we refer to as the root’s verbal paradigm—as marked iff 
both verbal forms are marked. If the verbal paradigm had one attested unmarked verb, 
we coded it as unmarked regardless of the coding of the other verb or even whether it is 
attested (since one unmarked verb is sufficient to say that the entire verbal paradigm is 
unmarked). However, a question arises of what to do for verbal paradigms with one at-
tested marked verb and no data on the other or where we have no attested verbs at all 
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Figure 4. Percentage of languages with underived statives by root subclass,  
correcting for morphology. 



but do have stative data. The most conservative assumption is to exclude such data from 
analysis since we cannot be certain whether its verbal paradigm is marked or not 
(though see §7.3 for alternative assumptions). Comparing the distribution of marked 
verbal paradigms among PC and result roots under this assumption (see Table A2 in Ap-
pendix B for the root percentages), PC roots had significantly more marked verbal par-
adigms than result roots did, as in Figure 5 (PC median = 56.01%, result median = 
15.20%, U = 1291, n1 = n2 = 36, p < 0.001 one-tailed). 
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This suggests that PC roots are more likely to have marked verbal paradigms than result 
roots are. 

7.2. Relationship of verbal markedness to language type. Taking a more qual-
itative view of the data, some interesting (though impressionistic) subregularities emerge 
which show that the tendency in §7.1 plays out in different ways and to varying degrees 
contingent on idiosyncratic language-internal facts, including a language’s basic typo-
logical profile. Consider Table 1. The first two columns for each language represent the 
number of PC and result root verbal paradigms, respectively, for which markedness 
could be determined (i.e. there are two marked verbs or at least one unmarked verb). The 
next two columns represent the percentage of marked PC and result root verbal para-
digms, respectively. The final column represents the ratio of the percentage of marked re-
sult root verbal paradigms to marked PC root verbal paradigms, by which the languages 
are ranked high to low.26 A ratio around 1.0 indicates parity of marked PC and result root 
verbal paradigms, a ratio well above 1.0 indicates more markedness among result root 
than PC verbal paradigms, and a ratio well below 1.0 indicates more markedness among 
PC than result verbal paradigms. The expectation from §3.5 is that languages should 
show a ratio well below 1.0. This is overwhelmingly the case, suggesting that the expec-
tations from §3.5 are broadly borne out. However, three additional cases emerge: some 
languages show roughly the same amount of markedness in both root classes, with either 
little to no marking in either case or quite a lot. Second, four languages (boldfaced in 
Table 1) show much more verbal markedness among result roots than among PC roots, 
counter to expectation. These are all explained by a combination of linguistic typological 
factors plus idiosyncrasies of particular languages. 

Figure 5. Percentage of languages with marked verbal paradigms by root class for complete paradigms. 

26 Some languages showed zero marked PC verbal paradigms, and thus the ratio cannot be computed; we 
notate this as ‘—’. In these cases, however, the percentage of marked result root verbal paradigms is also zero 
or close to it, with zero or one attested example, save Indonesian and Kannada, which have three. For more on 
low degrees of verbal markedness see §7.3. 
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First, there are reasons to not consider the four boldfaced languages counterexam-
ples. Consider first Paumarí, for which 100% of result root verbal paradigms were 

                                   # verb                                                                            # verb 
                                paradigms          % markedness                                   paradigms      % markedness 
language                  PC  RR         PC        RR   RR/PC    language             PC RR        PC       RR  RR/PC 
Kinyarwanda†          24   33         4.17    9.09   2.18      Koiari                      5   20      40.00   5.00    0.12 
Paumarí*                     2   10        50.00  100.00   2.00      Greek (Modern)     22   44      59.09   6.82    0.12 
Navajo*                      18   18        66.67   94.44   1.42      Vietnamese            31   35      87.10   8.57    0.10 
Kakataibo†                59   64        23.73   31.25   1.32      Tenango Tzeltal     34   40      76.47   7.50    0.10 
Gujjolaay Eegimaa*   31   26        80.65   88.46   1.10      Russian                  37   40      83.78   7.50    0.09 
Oneida*                       9   11        44.44   45.45   1.02      Martuthunira          6   19     100.00   5.26    0.05 
Burushaski†                16   49         6.25    6.12   0.98      Swahili                   36   42      50.00   2.38    0.05 
Hebrew (Modern)*     35   42       100.00   97.62   0.98      Yup’ik                    14   30      71.43   3.33    0.05 
Arabic (Egyptian)*     24   40       100.00   90.00   0.90      Georgian                 9   34      66.67   2.94    0.04 
Paiwan                        14   20        92.86   80.00   0.86      English                   43   60      46.51   1.67    0.04 
Cree (Plains)*             16   52        62.50   50.00   0.80      Spanish                  34   36      88.24   2.78    0.03 
Acholi                         24   40        70.83   55.00   0.78      Alamblak                 2   10      50.00   0.00    0.00 
Berber                         26   44        73.08   54.55   0.75      Barasano†              19   31      10.53   0.00    0.00 
  (Middle Atlas)*          
Tagalog*                     14   30        57.14   40.00   0.70      Burmese†               28   49       3.57   0.00    0.00 
Yagua†                        34   53        14.71    9.43   0.64      Chamorro†             11   34       9.09   0.00    0.00 
Hausa                          27   28        59.26   35.71   0.60      French                    46   41      69.57   0.00    0.00 
Malagasy                     8   22       100.00   59.09   0.59      Khoekhoe†             12   53       8.33   0.00    0.00 
Oromo (Harar)*          17   17        94.12   52.94   0.56      Koasati†                 10   30      30.00   0.00    0.00 
Finnish                        56   48        96.43   54.17   0.56      Meithei                    4   40      50.00   0.00    0.00 
Pintupi                         14   26        85.71   46.15   0.54      Mixtec                    10   38      60.00   0.00    0.00 
                                                                                               (Chalcatongo) 
Yaqui                           11   38        45.45   23.68   0.52      Mocoví†                 16   34      25.00   0.00    0.00 
Persian                        14   35        57.14   25.71   0.45      Otomí†                   46   74      15.22   0.00    0.00 
Lakhota†                     10   24        10.00    4.17   0.42      Quechua                18   44      38.89   0.00    0.00 
                                                                                               (Huallaga)             
Kwoma†                      10   25        10.00    4.00   0.40      Tiwi†                       9   20      11.11   0.00    0.00 
Korean                        16   45        43.75   15.56   0.36      Yoruba                   40   97      40.00   0.00    0.00 
Hindi                           19   51        47.37   15.69   0.33      Zulu†                      29   46      13.79   0.00    0.00 
Japanese                      18   45        83.33   26.67   0.32      Anejom̃†                17   35       0.00   0.00     — 
Khalkha                       34   26        85.29   26.92   0.32      Bariai†                   12   39       0.00   0.00     — 
Guaraní†                     13   43         7.69    2.33   0.30      Chukchi†                 4   19       0.00   0.00     — 
Kayardild                     6   22       100.00   27.27   0.27      Daga†                     5   23       0.00   4.35     — 
Karok†                         7   28        28.57    7.14   0.25      Fijian                      0   19         —    5.26     — 
Basque                        27   35        70.37   17.14   0.24      Gooniyandi             0   10         —    0.00     — 
Warao                          14   23        71.43   17.39   0.24      Indonesian†            19   47       0.00   6.38     — 
Carib                           13   19        92.31   21.05   0.23      Jakaltek                   0   24         —    0.00     — 
Turkish                        39   43        79.49   16.28   0.20      Kannada†               8   33       0.00   9.09     — 
Mapudungun               27   25        40.74    8.00   0.20      Kewa†                     5   34       0.00   0.00     — 
Tsimshian (Coast)†      7   37        14.29    2.70   0.19      Kiowa†                    1    8       0.00   0.00     — 
Dani (Lower                2   22       100.00   18.18   0.18      Koyraboro Senni†   4   26       0.00   0.00     — 
  Grand Valley) 
Zoque (Copainalá)      27   32        51.85    9.38   0.18      Lezgian†                 8   27       0.00   3.70     — 
Hawaiian†                  10   57        10.00    1.75   0.18      Murrinh-Patha†      4   24       0.00   0.00     — 
Hopi                            23   40        86.96   15.00   0.17      Oksapmin†             16   35       0.00   0.00     — 
German                       36   30        97.22   16.67   0.17      Rama†                     5   18       0.00   0.00     — 
Huitoto (Minica)†       11   43        27.27    4.65   0.17      Sango†                   30   60       0.00   0.00     — 
Mandarin                     23   56        73.91   10.71   0.14      Thai†                      10   54       0.00   1.85     — 

Table 1. Languages sorted by ratio of markedness of result root (RR) verbal paradigms to PC root verbal 
paradigms (boldface: many more marked RR verbal paradigms than PC root paradigms, italics:  

low data language, †: low verbal marking language, *: high marking language). 



marked but only 50% of PC verbal paradigms were. But it is clear there is a data prob-
lem—there are only two sufficiently complete PC verbal paradigms, whereas there are 
ten for result roots. Furthermore, the morphological paradigm in Paumarí is resound-
ingly equipollent, based on shared bound roots. 

(43) Paumarí 
root        underlying    simple       inch             caus                  result  
                                          stv                                                            stv 
‘tough’     dakha-               dakhaki      a’dakhaki      bina’dakhaki     — 
‘break’     dan-                  —              —                 bi’danivini         a’daniki 

Yet one of the two PC verbal paradigms happened to involve an unrelated causative and 
no underlying root (sapasapaki ‘wide’, bavi bini’avini ‘widen’), thus skewing the re-
sults. A more natural view of Paumarí is that all verbal paradigms are marked regardless 
of the PC vs. result root distinction, save one irregular case. Low data potentially cre-
ates similar issues in other languages (e.g. with Gooniyandi being an extreme case with 
only ten sufficiently complete verbal paradigms, all among result roots). We excluded 
no data from the analysis, but languages with data-quality problems, somewhat arbitrar-
ily defined as having fewer than twelve sufficiently complete verbal paradigms among 
PC or result roots (i.e. less than 33.33% of the minimum thirty-six each), are italicized 
in Table 1. 

Navajo, like Paumarí, relies heavily on equipollence, and as such there is a high degree 
of marking in PC and result root verbal paradigms. However, a few have unrelated verbs, 
and there are slightly more among PC roots than result roots, with six out of eighteen 
(33.33%) vs. one out of eighteen (5.56%), respectively. Kinyarwanda has almost twice 
as many marked result root verbal paradigms as PC verbal paradigms. But as noted in 
§4.2, Kinyarwanda relies on labile relationships among its paradigm members, so typi-
cally one verb is always unmarked. Of the twenty-four PC verbal paradigms, only one 
was marked (4.17%), and of the thirty-three result root verbal paradigms, only three were 
(9.09%). So the ratio likely represents a fluke—one additional marked PC verbal para-
digm would have put the ratio at nearly 1.0. Finally, as discussed in §4.1, Kakataibo is 
also largely a labile language, but equipollence is a notable subpattern. The marked ver-
bal paradigms are entirely from this subclass, but are slightly imbalanced toward result 
roots, seen for fourteen of fifty-nine PC roots (23.73%) and twenty of sixty-four result 
roots (31.25%). Thus for the four major outliers, combinations of particulars of the data 
and typological paradigms of morphological marking explain their exceptional nature. 
Regardless, though, the bigger point still stands: even if these were genuine counterex-
amples, the overwhelming pattern in Table 1 is that result roots show marked verbal par-
adigms far less than PC roots do, as expected. 

Typological characteristics also correlate with further trends. Seven languages have 
numerous marked members in both PC and result root verbal paradigms at rough parity 
(e.g. a ratio between 1.1 and 0.80). Crucially, in our sample, five pattern like Navajo 
and Paumarí in relying heavily on equipollent marking across the board or else rely on 
underlying roots from which at least one of the surface forms is derived (and for forms 
not directly derived from it, they are derived from those that are). The ten languages 
marked by an asterisk (*) in Table 1 are those in which 66.66% or more of all pairs of 
forms within each paradigm in our data set are related equipollently or based on an un-
derlying root (see Table A3 in Appendix B for all data used to classify languages typo-
logically). Interestingly, all are found near the top of Table 1 (i.e. those where relative 
marking was close to parity with much marking). The near-perfect correlation with 
equipollent systems and higher degrees of markedness regardless of root class is strik-
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ing, but is in fact expected: these languages in general tend to mark paradigm members 
across the board, thus obscuring the PC vs. result root distinction. 

Conversely, systematic nonderivational relationships explain other languages at par-
ity. These include languages like Kinyarwanda and Kakataibo, which rely significantly 
on labile relationships between verbs and statives, and languages like Yagua, which relies 
on unrelated pairs, accounting for nearly all unmarked PC verbal paradigms (e.g. stative 
jamuca- ‘long’ vs. causative ratya ‘lengthen’). The thirty-five languages marked by a 
dagger (†) in Table 1 exhibit low degrees of verbal markedness, defined here (somewhat 
arbitrarily) as having 33.33% or fewer marked paradigms among both PC and result 
roots. Three occur among the languages with parity or above near the top of Table 1, 
while most fall at the bottom of the list, with so little verbal marking that the ratio is a par-
ity of near 0.00, or incalculable. These include some languages, like Murrinh-Patha, Ane-
jom̃, Sango, and Otomi, that rely on labile or unrelated pairs for 66.66% or more of 
relationships between all pairs of forms within each paradigm in our data, and some lan-
guages that rely heavily on labile simple stative/inchoative pairs (Burmese, Chukchi, and 
Indonesian) or a mix of labile and unrelated relations (Barasano, Khoekhoe, Zulu). That 
said, some low-marking languages were also overall low-data languages, making it hard 
to discern a pattern. But where there is sufficient data the pattern is clear: languages that 
generally do not rely on overt derivational relationships show low marking across both 
PC and result roots, obscuring the distinction in effectively the opposite way of equipol-
lent languages, and the vast majority of these thus show a parity (close to 1.00 if the few 
cases of marking happen to be at parity, but generally close to 0.00), with a few spread 
out in between, depending on how the numbers of the few marked verbal paradigms fell 
out. In sum, wholesale typological characteristics can obscure the result vs. PC root ver-
bal markedness distinction, and language-particular idiosyncrasies or quirks of the data 
may result in unexpected patterns (for more see §8). Otherwise, when the distinction does 
emerge it strongly patterns as expected from §3.5. 

7.3. Alternative treatments of incomplete verbal paradigms. Our results 
above ignore data where we cannot definitively tell from the attested verb forms whether 
the verbal paradigm is marked. But in the absence of a complete verbal paradigm, is it 
possible to make educated guesses about what the missing verbal forms are? And would 
making such assumptions change our results? One alternative is that, provided we have 
other data attested for a given root, we could assume that the language is likely to have 
some periphrastic construction for constructing inchoative or causative meanings based 
on an extant stative or verbal form (e.g. via light verbs meaning ‘become’ or ‘cause’). In 
this case any missing verbal forms can be assumed to be marked—that is, they will look 
like what we expect PC verbal forms to look like. Taking this assumption, the distribu-
tions for PC vs. result roots were still significantly different, as in Figure 6 (PC median = 
79.16%, result median = 24.60%, U = 1293, n1 = n2 = 36, p < 0.001 one-tailed). 
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Figure 6. Percentage of languages with marked verbal paradigms by root class,  
assuming missing forms are marked. 



A second alternative would be that missing forms are unmarked—for example, if the 
language allows forms labile with an extant stative or other verbal form to express the 
missing concept (e.g. as with English The paper is now red, which by default conveys 
that the paper became red). In other words, we could assume that all missing verbal 
forms will look like what we are expecting result root verbal forms to look like. On this 
assumption the results were again significant, as in Figure 7 (PC median = 24.12%, re-
sult median = 14.10%, U = 1152, n1 = n2 = 36, p < 0.001 one-tailed). 
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Figure 7. Percentage of languages with marked verbal paradigms by root class,  
assuming missing forms are unmarked. 

Finally, we could assume the worst-case scenario for the expectations from §3.5: 
missing PC verbs are unmarked and missing result root verbs are marked—in other 
words, PC roots pattern the way we expect result roots to and vice versa (Figure 8). It is 
only on this assumption that the null hypothesis—that the two distributions are no dif-
ferent—cannot be rejected (PC median = 25.14%, result median = 24.19%, U = 686.5, 
n1 = n2 = 36, p = 0.67 two-tailed). However, given the implausible assumptions made 
about unattested data, this is not surprising. Conversely, though, result roots do not 
come out significantly more marked than PC roots despite the extreme bias, reflecting 
again the significant difference between the two classes of roots in the attested data.27 

Figure 8. Percentage of languages with marked verbal paradigms by root class, assuming missing PC forms 
are unmarked and missing result forms are marked. 

27 A referee wonders if the existence of languages in Table 1 classed as low-data languages might be skew-
ing the results, and suggests that they could be excluded from the analysis. Similarly, the referee wonders if 
languages that rely on equipollent and labile/unrelated forms (i.e. that neutralize markedness) should not also 
be excluded. The particular definitions of these language categories given above are arbitrary, meant for illus-
trative purposes, and we are not sure what would be good cut-offs for such languages. Furthermore, we be-
lieve it is more principled to include all data when we have it. However, we did rerun all of our tests with 
low-data languages excluded and also with those two language types excluded, and nothing changed about 
the results, save that in both cases the test represented in Fig. 8, where we made worst-case scenarios about 
PC vs. result root verbal markedness, came out as PC roots being significantly more marked than result roots. 
This was furthermore true when we left all of those languages in, but included hypotheticals. The most likely 
explanation for this is that the data set that excludes hypotheticals but keeps all languages (i) contains more 
languages that go against the expectation on the surface owing to markedness neutralization and (ii) has more 
data to extrapolate missing forms owing to the lack of hypotheticals and the inclusion of languages with 
sparser verbal paradigms. All of this means that the extrapolation has more room to push the data against the 
hypothesis. 
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7.4. Summary. Words based on result roots do not exist in the same morphological 
forms that PC root words do. The former but not the latter tend to lack simple stative 
forms and tend to be lexicalized as basic verbs. These are the same root classes that tend 
to show consistent semantic patterns, where result roots carry noncancelable inferences 
of change and PC roots do not. Thus the confluence of facts we saw in §3 is not just an 
accident of English, but represents a recurring pattern across languages. 

8. Discussion. In §3.6 we suggested that under bifurcation the correlating semantic 
and morphological facts of English are a confluence of language-particular syntactic as-
sumptions. But if the patterns recur across languages, a deeper explanation is more 
plausible, in which result roots but not PC roots describe states associated with a non-
cancelable inference of change, with the distinct morphological properties keyed to 
this. Since the patterns did recur, this is the preferred analysis. 

In §3.6 we outlined the semantic analysis for English of Beavers and Koontz-Garbo-
den (2020), which posits that the same notion of change introduced by vbecome is part of 
the lexical entailments of result roots. If extended to other languages, it would naturally 
explain all of the semantic facts discussed above. But what about the morphology? A 
simple analysis of the morphology of PC and result roots builds directly off of the pro-
posed semantic distinction. In the basic logic of event-structural approaches, change is 
typically introduced by verbal templates and not adjectival templates. Focusing just on 
English adjectives, Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2020:90) suggest that the default 
realization of English adjectival morphology (AspS/R above) is null if its complement (a 
root or vP) does not entail a result and overt if it does. But taking the verbal markedness 
facts above plus the overall effect of language type into account, a significantly more 
generalized picture emerges. 

Specifically, the forms that are unmarked when there is a markedness asymmetry are 
result roots as verbs and PC roots as adjectives (or some other stative category). But as 
categories, verbs are canonical for descriptions of events of change, while adjectives 
and other stative categories are not. If result roots entail change and PC roots do not, 
then the generalization is that each root derives an unmarked form within the template 
that most closely matches its meaning, and a marked one otherwise. We could capture 
this by adopting the default realizations AspS/R and vbecome in 44 (which apply as the 
elsewhere case in the absence of narrower lexical idiosyncrasies or specific subregular-
ities). Here UAsp/v refers to the form for the unmarked semantic association for the rele-
vant category in a given language and MAsp/v for the marked association, where for each 
category, if there is a morphological markedness asymmetry, then UAsp/v is morpholog-
ically unmarked relative to MAsp/v. 

(44) a.   Default realization of vbecome with complement √root: 
 i.   If √root entails change, then Uv.            (result roots derive unmarked verbs) 
ii.   If √root does not entail change, then Mv.     (PC roots derive marked verbs) 

b. Default realization for AspS/R with complement X (root √R or vP): 
 i.   If X does not entail change, then UAsp.    (PC roots derive unmarked statives) 
ii.   If X entails change, then MAsp.                (result roots derive marked statives) 

The English-type situation treats the unmarked forms as zero and the marked forms as 
overt (in both cases -en/ed ). Conversely, equipollent languages tend to realize most 
things overtly; that is, they do not necessarily have an overt markedness asymmetry 
since most things are marked (relative to some underlying root or other paradigm mem-
ber). In this case no markedness distinction would emerge in PC vs. result roots since 
the markedness distinction is independently neutralized. Equivalently, labile/unrelated 



languages tend to realize most things as zero; in other words, they do not have an overt 
markedness contrast since most things are unmarked. In this case again the markedness 
distinction is neutralized. Thus in these two cases, any effects of 44 would not surface 
even if it independently holds as a universal iconicity principle. The three main attested 
language types then are those discussed in §7.2, where there is a markedness asymme-
try between PC and result root stative and eventive forms, as in English, or where there 
is not, owing to either most things being marked, as in Hebrew, or few things, as in La -
khota. The unattested type is the opposite of English, with marked statives entailing no 
change and marked verbs entailing change, predicted to not exist by 44. 

More generally, cross-cutting 44 by a binary contrast based on whether a language 
makes a markedness distinction or not produces the three broadly attested morphologi-
cal patterns seen in §7.1, with no additional stipulation. This is superior to the analysis 
in §3.5 that is consistent with bifurcation. In that analysis the morphological facts are 
effectively superficial accidents of English that divide roots into two positively defined 
morphological classes, plus additional assumptions about how sublexical scope works 
that would not be expected to recur in other languages. The rules in 44 alternatively 
have a deeper functional motivation, rooted in iconicity, and interact in the expected 
way with independent typological characteristics.28 In sum, we can accommodate the 
facts in an elegant way by abandoning bifurcation and assuming that templatic meaning 
in roots is similar to templatic meaning in functional heads, and that grammars are sen-
sitive to these similarities. 

There are analyses other than the one in §3.5 that preserve bifurcation. However, they 
suffer from similar objections. For example, following the theory of allosemy in Myler 
2014 and Wood & Marantz 2015, we could assume that all stative roots describe simple 
states but must first combine with AspS (even before vbecome—that is, all verbs are tech-
nically deadjectival). But AspS is polysemous between an identity function for PC roots 
and a vbecome-type meaning for result roots. Making appropriate assumptions to get the 
morphology right (e.g. vbecome is overtly realized only with PC roots) and to ensure that 
again always attaches at AspP or higher, we could derive the data here. But this does 
not explain why the same root meanings across languages trigger the same senses of 
AspS. Furthermore, it requires extra machinery to get all of the facts right. In essence, 
just as with the analysis in §3.5, additional assumptions are needed to explain why this 
particular set of facts comes together across languages, relying on otherwise unmoti-
vated distinctions between roots. 

Alternatively, Embick (2009:16–17) explains the difference between PC and result 
roots by claiming that, while the former are state-denoting, the latter are manner roots 
(i.e. like √jog in §2) that modify vcause, with the state introduced by a functional head 
ST acting as the complement of vbecome. This handles the crosslinguistic data if the state 
vs. manner root distinction holds up for roots describing equivalent meanings across 
languages. However, there is no evidence that all result roots entail manner. Rather, as 
Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2012, 2020:Ch. 4) discuss, some do and some do not. 
Furthermore, the analysis requires assumptions about the morphology—that these man-
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28 However, 44 might go against the grain of event-structural approaches that separate morphological real-
ization and semantic interpretation (such as the separation of phonetic form and logical form; see e.g. 
Harley 2014:242–47 for one such approach). An alternative is (as per Ramchand 2008:58) that roots come 
with syntactic features that determine what heads they combine with. One such feature (say, [+become]) 
could be found exclusively on roots that entail a change, and this determines the morphology. This still aban-
dons bifurcation—to get the semantic inferences right—but preserves the idea that morphology is not contin-
gent directly on semantics.



ner roots give rise to -ed/en statives in English when typically manner roots form -ing 
adjectives, and probably similar facts in other languages—and about sublexical modi-
fiers whereby such modifiers do not scope over ST without scoping over the head intro-
ducing change (or by positing that ST entails change, yet occurs only with result roots, 
another coincidence). 

A further alternative is suggested by a referee, specifically focused on distributed 
morphology, wherein root meanings are deemed to be a conceptual ‘mush’ rather than 
having a standard truth-conditional denotation. On this analysis, PC roots denote states 
of the sort here and with them AspS is the identity function, while result roots do not de-
note states but instead evoke event types. A special alloseme of AspS takes them as 
input and outputs the prototypical result state for that sort of event. It is unclear how this 
analysis will explain speakers who get entailments of change with result root adjectives, 
but one way would be to say that the prototypical state has change as part of its meaning 
conceptually or by convention, as in §3.6. In this case, however, the change is coming 
from the template, not the root, consistent with bifurcation, since the root does not have 
truth-conditional content. While this analysis preserves bifurcation, it suffers from sev-
eral drawbacks. First, it requires positing a difference in the compositional contribution 
of PC vs. result roots that is not otherwise motivated other than to preserve bifurcation. 
In this sense the analysis is just a variant of the allosemic analysis above. Furthermore, 
the PC vs. result root distinction is again a type of formal distinction (e.g. a type-theo-
retic one), and it is unclear why it would replicate across languages. Interestingly, this 
analysis also uniquely posits not just that the templatic meaning comes from the tem-
plate but that the idiosyncratic truth-conditional content does as well, albeit contingent 
on the specific root. That is, the meaning of AspS would have to include some function 
P that when applied to a root meaning r would produce the idiosyncratic truth condi-
tions predicated of the patient, plus the entailment of change. In this sense the lexical 
semantic root meaning in the sense we are studying here—the locus of idiosyncratic 
truth-conditional content—is part of the meaning of AspS, thus buried in the semantic 
representation of some other morpheme as per lexicalist analyses of event structures in 
§2. But it otherwise must itself entail change, essentially recreating the analysis we mo-
tivated above. On the nonbifurcated analysis the same results are achieved without 
making any additional assumptions and also while maintaining a uniform composi-
tional analysis. In sum, the nonbifurcated analysis simply posits that some states come 
with associated entailments of change and that morphology is sensitive to this in func-
tionally natural ways. 

9. Conclusion. Result roots entail change while PC roots do not, contra bifurca-
tion—there is no clean division of labor between templates and roots in terms of the 
types of lexical entailments they introduce. While roots are the locus of idiosyncratic 
meaning, they may also introduce templatic meaning. Thus the simplest predictions of 
event-structural approaches with bifurcation do not hold: just looking at a given word’s 
lexical entailments will not make any predictions about its grammatical properties, 
since some templatic notions may come from the root and not the template. 

Accepting these conclusions, however, does not blunt the predictive power of event-
structural approaches. Rather, it simply addresses the larger challenge posed by Dowty 
(1979:125–29) by suggesting that a more complex theory of possible verb meanings is 
needed within theories of event structure. For example, if a word entails change, this 
does not technically require a vbecome-type component in its event structure, nor any of 
its concomitant grammatical behavior. Yet if other evidence suggests a vbecome-type 
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component, the prediction is that the verb should have certain grammatical and seman-
tic properties. Furthermore, patterns of sublexical modification suggest a critical role 
for event templates, since templates have a decompositional structure that roots do not. 
Thus verbs with change introduced in different ways will show different patterns of 
sublexical modification, though being consistent within a class. Finally, although we 
have said that roots can be determinative of morphological paradigms, we have not de-
nied that templates are as well; it just requires a careful teasing apart of which aspects 
of a surface form’s regular morphology are owing to its root vs. its template. Thus a the-
ory of event structures is still potentially predictive—and justified since it explains cer-
tain facts that would not otherwise be explained—but the facts are not as one-to-one as 
a theory that also assumes bifurcation would have them. (See Beavers & Koontz-Gar-
boden 2020:104, 155–57, 209–10, 226–33 for further discussion.) 

Having said that, as shown in §3.6 and §8, despite the conceptual elegance of the 
nonbifurcated analysis of the PC vs. result root distinction, bifurcated analyses of En-
glish—or indeed of any single language—are still possible. But these analyses all rest 
on assuming language-particular idiosyncrasies, encoded as formal diacritics such as 
syntactic features, root-conditioned allosemy, or type-theoretic distinctions. These dia-
critics are available by virtue of representing event structures as syntactic objects inter-
preted model-theoretically, as we have assumed, but equivalents in other formal 
frameworks for modeling event structures are always in principle possible. Given that 
almost any strong hypothesis about (im)possible verbs—such as the ones outlined 
above—can likely be saved in such a way in the face of potential counterexamples 
found in any language, the possibility is raised that event-structural approaches may not 
make especially strong predictions for any one given language. However, the under-
standing that accidents by definition do not recur across languages provides a check 
against such language-particular analyses, a point presaged by Haiman (1974:1) and 
made in the modern literature on morphomes by Koontz-Garboden (2016). Thus critical 
here is the use of the crosslinguistic and typological methodology we have employed to 
argue against bifurcation, though the same logic should hold for any prediction a rea-
sonably rich theory of event structures makes. This justifies the value of the methodol-
ogy we have adopted here for more fully realizing the predictive power of formal 
models of event structures. 

In sum, while bifurcation is a reasonable principle about (im)possible words, with its 
clean division of labor between templates and roots, we have shown that certain root 
meanings across languages exhibit templatic entailments such as change. This requires 
a richer possible semantic content for roots and ultimately a richer set of predictions for 
event-structural approaches at large. 

Appendix A: Languages used in the typological study 

All macroareas and genetic affiliations are taken from WALS. Each language is listed with its genus and 
family, except where those are the same. Italicized languages are from WALS 200, and languages not on 
WALS 200 or 100 are underlined. Data from boldfaced languages were collected or checked against a native-
speaker informant (for Spanish, German, and French, data were collected from resources but checked by a na-
tive speaker). Otherwise all languages are from WALS 100, and data were collected through dictionary and 
grammatical resources. 
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Eurasia  
Basque (Basque) 
Burmese (Burmese-Lolo, Sino-Tibetan)  
Mandarin (Chinese, Sino-Tibetan)  
Meithei (Kuki-Chin, Sino-Tibetan)  

Burushaski (Burushaski) 
Chukchi (Northern Chukotko-Kamchatkan,  
  Chukotko-Kamchatkan) 
English (Germanic, Indo-European)  
German (Germanic, Indo-European)  
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Modern Greek (Greek, Indo-European) 
Persian (Iranian, Indo-European)  
Russian (Slavic, Indo-European)  
Spanish (Romance, Indo-European)  
French (Romance, Indo-European)  
Hindi (Indic, Indo-European) 
Finnish (Finnic, Uralic) 
Georgian (Kartvelian) 
Modern Hebrew (Semitic, Afro-Asiatic) 
Japanese (Japanese) 
Kannada (Southern Dravidian, Dravidian)  
Khalkha (Mongolic, Altaic) 
Korean (Korean) 
Lezgian (Lezgic, Nakh-Daghestanian)  
Thai (Kam-Tai, Tai-Kadai) 
Turkish (Turkic, Altaic) 
Vietnamese (Viet-Muong, Austro-Asiatic) 
 
Africa  
Acholi (Nilotic, Eastern Sudanic)  
Egyptian Arabic (Semitic, Afro-Asiatic) 
Middle Atlas Berber (Berber, Afro-Asiatic)  
Hausa (West Chadic, Afro-Asiatic) 
Harar Oromo (Lowland East Cushitic, Afro-Asiatic) 
Gújjolaay Eegimaa (Bak, Niger-Congo)  
Swahili (Bantoid, Niger-Congo)  
Kinyarwanda (Bantoid, Niger-Congo)  
Zulu (Bantoid, Niger-Congo) 
Sango (Ubangi, Niger-Congo)  
Yoruba (Defoid, Niger-Congo)  
Khoekhoe (Khoe-Kwadi)  
Koyraboro Senni (Songhay)  
Malagasy (Barito, Austronesian) 
 
North America  
Plains Cree (Algonquian, Algic) 
Hopi (Hopi, Uto-Aztecan)  
Yaqui (Cahita, Uto-Aztecan)  
Jakaltek (Mayan) 
Tenango Tzeltal (Mayan)  
Karok (Karok) 
Kiowa (Kiowa-Tanoan)  
Koasati (Muskogean) 
Lakhota (Core Siouan, Siouan) 
Chalcatongo Mixtec (Mixtecan, Oto-Manguean)  
Mezquital Otomí (Otomian, Oto-Manguean)  

Navajo (Athapaskan, Na-Dene) 
Oneida (Northern Iroquoian, Iroquoian) 
Rama (Rama, Chibchan) 
Tsimshian (Penutian) 
Yup’ik (Inuit-Yupik, Inuit-Yupik-Aleut) 
Zoque (Mixe-Zoque) 
 
South America  
Barasano (Tucanoan) 
Carib (Cariban) 
Guaraní (Tupi-Guaraní, Tupian) 
Minica Huitoto (Huitoto, Huitotoan)  
Kakataibo (Cashibo-Cacataibo, Panoan)  
Mapudungun/Mapuche (Araucanian)  
Mocoví (South Guaicuran, Guaicuran)  
Paumarí (Arauan) 
Huallaga Quechua (Quechuan) 
Warao (Warao)  
Yagua (Peba-Yaguan) 
 
Papunesia  
Alamblak (Sepik Hill, Sepik) 
Kwoma (Middle Sepik, Sepik) 
Anejom̃  (Oceanic, Austronesian) 
Bariai (Oceanic, Austronesian)  
Fijian (Oceanic, Austronesian)  
Hawaiian (Oceanic, Austronesian) 
Chamorro (Chamorro, Austronesian) 
Indonesian (Malayo-Sumbawan, Austronesian)  
Paiwan (Paiwan, Austronesian) 
Tagalog (Greater Central Philippine, Austronesian)  
Lower Grand Valley Dani (Dani, Trans-New  
  Guinea)  
Kewa (Engan, Trans-New Guinea) 
Koiari (Koiarian, Trans-New Guinea)  
Daga (Dagan) 
Oksapmin (Oksapmin) 
 
Australia  
Gooniyandi (Bunuban) 
Kayardild (Tangkic, Tangkic) 
Martuthunira (Western Pama-Nyungan, Pama- 
  Nyungan)  
Pintupi (Western Pama-Nyungan, Pama-Nyungan)  
Murrinh-Patha (Murrinh-Patha, Southern Daly) 
Tiwi (Tiwian) 
 

Appendix B: Numerical data for typological study 

PC root                          #sts  #lgs   %att          result root                                          #sts  #lgs   %att 
aged/old/age                      0      81     0.00%        bent/bend                                                  6      73    8.22% 
bad/worse/worsen            80      84    95.24%        bloomed/bloom, flowered/flower,           4      65    6.15% 
                                                                                 blossomed/blossom 
black/blacken                   83      84    98.81%        boiled/boil                                                2      77    2.60% 
blue/make blue                 66      67    98.51%        broken/break                                             1      85    1.18% 
brown/make brown          54      55    98.18%        burned/burn                                              3      82    3.66% 
clean/clean                       54      67    80.60%        come/come                                               0      81    0.00% 
clear/clear                         50      57    87.72%        cooked/cook, baked/bake, fried/fry,        0      86    0.00% 
                                                                                 roasted/roast, steamed/steam 

(Table A1. Continues) 
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PC root                          #sts  #lgs   %att          result root                                          #sts  #lgs   %att 
cold/make cold                 83      83   100.00%        cracked/crack                                            1      63    1.59% 
cool/cool                           54      63    85.71%        crushed/crush                                            0      71    0.00% 
deep/deepen                     71      72    98.61%        dead/killed/kill                                          5      87    5.75% 
dirty/dirty                         74      78    94.87%        decayed/decay, rotten/rot                          2      79    2.53% 
dry/dry                              72      85    84.71%        destroyed/destroy, ruined/ruin                  0      70    0.00% 
fast/speed up                    63      71    88.73%        different/differ                                         40      52   76.92% 
good/improved/                83      85    97.65%        drowned/drown                                        1      71    1.41% 
  improve 
green/make green             71      72    98.61%        fermented/ferment                                    3      50    6.00% 
hard/harden, tough/          74      79    93.67%        folded/fold                                                0      64    0.00% 
  toughen 
hot/heat up                       80      83    96.39%        frozen/freeze                                             5      42   11.90% 
large/big/enlarge              86      87    98.85%        go down (fallen/fall, dropped/drop,         1      85    1.18% 
                                                                                 descended/descend, decreased/ 

decrease, declined/decline) 
long/lengthen                   80      82    97.56%        go in (entered/enter)                                 0      76    0.00% 
red/redden                        77      80    96.25%        go out (exited/exit)                                   0      63    0.00% 
sharp/sharpen                   67      75    89.33%        go up (raised/rise, ascended/ascend,        2      83    2.41% 
                                                                                  increased/increase, gained/gain) 
short/shorten                    76      77    98.70%        gone/go                                                     0      78    0.00% 
slow/slow down               63      66    95.45%        grown/grow                                              3      70    4.29% 
small/shrunken/shrink      81      84    96.43%        melted/melt                                               3      64    4.69% 
smooth/smooth                 69      73    94.52%        murdered/murder                                      0      45    0.00% 
soft/soften                        69      71    97.18%        returned/return                                          0      72    0.00% 
straight/straighten            71      76    93.42%        rusted/rust                                                10      53   18.87% 
strong/strengthen              76      80    95.00%        shattered/shatter                                        1      53    1.89% 
sweet/sweeten                  71      72    98.61%        snapped/snap                                            0      39    0.00% 
tall/high/heighten             70      73    95.89%        split/split                                                   0      67    0.00% 
tight/tighten                      55      69    79.71%        sprouted/sprout, germinated/germinate    1      63    1.59% 
warm/warm                      63      68    92.65%        swollen/swell                                            1      79    1.27% 
weak/weaken                    61      68    89.71%        tarnished/tarnish                                       3      32    9.38% 
wet/wet                             71      83    85.54%        torn/tear, ripped/rip                                   0      77    0.00% 
white/whiten                    81      84    96.43%        withered/wither, wilted/wilt                     1      59    1.69% 
wide/widen                       76      78    97.44%        wrinkled/wrinkle, creased/crease             2      61    3.28% 

Table A1. Percentage of languages with a simple stative for a given root when there is data for that root 
(#sts: number of languages with a simple stative, #lgs: number of languages with any data  

for that root, %att = #sts/#lgs). 

PC root                         #mkd #lgs   %mkd          result root                                         #mkd #lgs  %mkd 
aged/old/age                     10      36    27.78%         bent/bend                                                 14      57   24.56% 
bad/worse/worsen            21      39    53.85%         bloomed/bloom, flowered/flower,           5      54    9.26% 
                                                                                 blossomed/blossom 
black/blacken                   27      35    77.14%         boiled/boil                                               13      72   18.06% 
blue/make blue                 10      15    66.67%         broken/break                                            21      80   26.25% 
brown/make brown          10      12    83.33%         burned/burn                                             11      79   13.92% 
clean/clean                       14      38    36.84%         come/come                                               4      80    5.00% 
clear/clear                         13      37    35.14%         cooked/cook, baked/bake, fried/fry,       12      79   15.19% 
                                                                                 roasted/roast, steamed/steam 
cold/make cold                 27      45    60.00%         cracked/crack                                           11      55   20.00% 
cool/cool                           30      44    68.18%         crushed/crush                                            6      64    9.38% 
deep/deepen                     17      21    80.95%         dead/killed/kill                                          9      86   10.47% 
dirty/dirty                         21      42    50.00%         decayed/decay, rotten/rot                         11      58   18.97% 
dry/dry                              32      64    50.00%         destroyed/destroy, ruined/ruin                  9      64   14.06% 
fast/speed up                    15      33    45.45%         different/differ                                          8      27   29.63% 
good/improved/improve  30      46    65.22%         drowned/drown                                       12      68   17.65% 
green/make green             14      16    87.50%         fermented/ferment                                    4      43    9.30% 
hard/harden, tough           26      43    60.47%         folded/fold                                                6      53   11.32% 
  /toughen 

(Table A2. Continues) 
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PC root                         #mkd #lgs   %mkd          result root                                         #mkd #lgs  %mkd 
hot/heat up                       28      54    51.85%         frozen/freeze                                             5      38   13.16% 
large/big/enlarge              25      47    53.19%         go down (fallen/fall, dropped/drop,        16      83   19.28% 
                                                                                 descended/descend, decreased/ 

decrease, declined/decline) 
long/lengthen                   26      37    70.27%         go in (entered/enter)                                 6      71    8.45% 
red/redden                        31      35    88.57%         go out (exited/exit)                                   7      60   11.67% 
sharp/sharpen                   14      46    30.43%         go up (raised/rise, ascended/ascend,       16      82   19.51% 
                                                                                 increased/increase, gained/gain) 
short/shorten                    21      35    60.00%         gone/go                                                     4      73    5.48% 
slow/slow down               12      23    52.17%         grown/grow                                              9      67   13.43% 
small/shrunken/shrink      17      51    33.33%         melted/melt                                              16      61   26.23% 
smooth/smooth                 14      32    43.75%         murdered/murder                                      5      42   11.90% 
soft/soften                        21      37    56.76%         returned/return                                         11      70   15.71% 
straight/straighten            17      38    44.74%         rusted/rust                                                 9      37   24.32% 
strong/strengthen              21      38    55.26%         shattered/shatter                                        7      48   14.58% 
sweet/sweeten                  12      21    57.14%         snapped/snap                                            4      37   10.81% 
tall/high/heighten             15      31    48.39%         split/split                                                  11      60   18.33% 
tight/tighten                      17      39    43.59%         sprouted/sprout, germinated/germinate    5      59    8.47% 
warm/warm                      26      45    57.78%         swollen/swell                                           13      65   20.00% 
weak/weaken                    24      37    64.86%         tarnished/tarnish                                       9      30   30.00% 
wet/wet                             19      52    36.54%         torn/tear, ripped/rip                                  16      70   22.86% 
white/whiten                    27      35    77.14%         withered/wither, wilted/wilt                     7      46   15.22% 
wide/widen                       22      35    62.86%         wrinkled/wrinkle, creased/crease            15      43   34.88% 

Table A2. Percentage of languages with a marked verbal paradigm for a given root when there is sufficient 
data to determine markedness (#mkd: number of languages with a marked paradigm, #lgs: number of 

languages with sufficient data, %mkd = #mkd/#lgs). 

language       #rts   %und   #prs   %equi   %nd       language               #rts  %und   #prs   %equi   %nd 
Acholi              102    51.96   128     48.05    50.78     Koasati                      70    0.00    68      1.47    17.65 
Alamblak          20    10.00    10      0.00    10.00     Koiari                        57   15.79    48     22.92    31.25 
Anejom̃             85     0.00    54      0.00    88.89     Korean                      94   11.70     88     27.27    34.09 
Arabic               76    93.42   272     45.77    27.76     Koyraboro Senni      55    0.00    54     11.11     9.26 
  (Egyptian) 
Barasano           73     0.00    45      4.44    66.67     Kwoma                     63    0.00    36      0.00    69.44 
Bariai                85     1.18    37      2.70    37.84     Lakhota                     68    2.94    70     12.14    23.57 
Basque              82     9.76   147     10.88    45.58     Lezgian                     81    3.70    29      6.90    44.83 
Berber               94    67.02   187      8.56    32.09     Malagasy                  73   53.42    119     66.39     5.88 
  (Middle Atlas) 
Burmese            88     1.14    90      1.11    67.22     Mandarin                 101    3.96   190     13.16    38.68 
Burushaski       106    10.38    92      4.35    38.04     Mapudungun            75    2.67    85      4.71    30.59 
Carib                 48    52.08    47     55.32    14.89     Martuthunira             50    0.00    36     19.44    11.11 
Chamorro          77     0.00    39      2.56    46.15     Meithei                     86    4.65    61     14.75    19.67 
Chukchi             51     0.00    22      4.55    25.00     Mixtec                      93    5.38    53     16.98    11.32 
                                                                                        (Chalcatongo) 
Cree (Plains)    105    19.05   171     71.35    22.51     Mocoví                     70    4.29   120      7.92    36.25 
Daga                  77     0.00    23      4.35    43.48     Murrinh-Patha          49    0.00    29      0.00    96.55 
Dani (Lower     31    29.03    29     44.83     6.90     Navajo                      59  100.00   100     44.00    34.00 
  Grand Valley) 
English             103     0.00   432      3.01    37.50     Oksapmin                 62    0.00    15      0.00    80.00 
Fijian                 66     3.03    63     15.87     4.76     Oneida                      55   98.18    57     58.77    34.21 
Finnish             104    15.38   469     21.64    23.99     Oromo (Harar)          57   28.07    88     94.89     4.55 
French               87     0.00   377     11.27    18.17     Otomí                       172    2.33    97     11.34    67.01 
Georgian           78     5.13    38     52.63    10.53     Paiwan                      60   61.67    71     52.11     9.86 
German             68    11.76   287     14.29    17.60     Paumarí                    61   90.16    52     75.00    15.38 
Gooniyandi       33     0.00     3      0.00   100.00     Persian                      91   14.29   100     15.00    30.00 
Greek                76     2.63   154      8.44    42.86     Pintupi                      75   21.33    73     31.51     6.85 
  (Modern) 

(Table A3. Continues) 
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Guaraní             95     1.05    95      4.21    46.32     Quechua (Huallaga) 93    9.68    62      9.68    14.52 
Gújjolaay          75    97.33   263      5.70    47.91     Rama                        54    0.00    40     15.00     5.00 
  Eegimaa 
Hausa                73    20.55    90     50.56    26.67     Russian                     82    4.88   273     15.02    20.51 
Hawaiian          116     0.86    88      3.41    39.77     Sango                       102    3.92   171      4.09    87.13 
Hebrew             89   100.00   315     53.02    25.87     Spanish                     74    2.70   287     17.60     8.01 
  (Modern) 
Hindi                 93     2.15   172     22.97    19.77     Swahili                      98   20.41   177     22.60    22.32 
Hopi                  75    21.33   142     35.21     5.63     Tagalog                     93   38.71    78     69.23    19.23 
Huitoto             85    43.53    46     27.17    63.04     Tenango Tzeltal        76    5.26   303     19.80    10.23 
  (Minica) 
Indonesian        94    15.96   159      3.77    37.42     Thai                         102    3.92    94      3.19    60.64 
Jakaltek             57     0.00    16      0.00    43.75     Tiwi                          45    0.00    17      5.88    52.94 
Japanese            83     2.41   100     38.00    20.00     Tsimshian (Coast)     73    6.85    38      2.63    65.79 
Kakataibo         123    26.02   531     14.69    16.57     Turkish                     89    8.99   199     14.32     5.28 
Kannada            71    14.08    30     13.33    50.00     Vietnamese               71    0.00   144     18.06    22.92 
Karok                75    13.33    29     24.14    27.59     Warao                       60    1.67   104     15.87    22.60 
Kayardild          49     0.00    45     26.67     0.00     Yagua                       124    4.84   151      9.93    47.68 
Kewa                 71     0.00    13      0.00    76.92     Yaqui                        76    1.32    85     26.47    22.94 
Khalkha            65    13.85   167     27.25     8.68     Yoruba                     175    2.29   204      2.94    62.75 
Khoekhoe          89     0.00   124      7.26    28.23     Yup’ik                       66   12.12    88     13.64    20.45 
Kinyarwanda    69     5.80   113      3.54    44.25     Zoque (Copainalá)    69    0.00   149     14.09    14.43 
Kiowa               23     0.00     9     11.11     0.00     Zulu                          84    0.00   212     16.75    39.15 

Table A3. Data on language types (#rts: number of roots with any data, %und: percentage of roots with 
data that have an underlying root, #prs: number of related pairs in data set, %equi: percentage of pairs 

related equipollently, %nd: percentage of pairs related nonderivationally, i.e. as labile or unrelated). 
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